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AMMENDMENTS TO
I THE CORD CONSTIPATION
ER \
THE CORD CONSTITUTION
L WILL BE PRESENTED u
I AND VOTED UPON AT
1 THE STAFF MEETING ON
\ FRIDAY, JANUARY 7
\ ACTUALLY, IT'S NOT AT ALL FUNNY. THIS IS /
[ A VERY SERIOUS MATTER, AND ALL CORD //Xl
STAFF AND INTERESTED PARTIES ARE
URGED TO ATTEND.
Recession Thursdays ItiHßil
dm Wff 3 p.m. until 6 p.m. Mondays to Fridays!Vj 11 a.m. until 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays!
_
Quesadilla 2.49 Potato Skins 2.99
I ■ AlfII With chicken or beef add 2.00ALL U yfl Garlic bread 1.49 Pizza Fingers 2.99
B W W With cheese add 0.50
coupon. ______ Bruchetta 2.49 Zucchini Sticks 1.99
! Dull AHA DnilNAh ' Ca,amari 299 dreaded Mushrooms 1.99buy Ullu Brunei! j Nachos&Cheese 2.99 Escargot 2.99
I _ _ ■ , Mozzarella Sticks 1.99 Shrimp 2.99
, Get one Brunch Heehlx itniiU
npg HH 4 p.m. to midnight
I Hm i Sun, Mon, Tues - Wings - not only the biggest, but the best! 25$ ea.
yv HK I Wed. - All you can eat Pasta, Salad & Garlic I3read $7.99
Exp. Dec. 5/93 | Thurs.
- Two Fajitas for one low price. E3eef or chicken $13.99 y
NEWS
Phones not BOG's prob
J.P. BURLOCK.
Cord News
There were some very important
matters discussed at the November
30 Board of Governors meeting.
The Board was forced to dis-
cuss the issue of the new phone
system, which concerns all on- cam-
pus residents. Each Board member
received a memo from students
explaining the shortfalls of the sys-
tem and the difficulty the students
have faced while trying to get the
problem solved. However, in a
general consensus by the Board,
which deals mainly in setting
policy, the situation has not been
sufficiently addressed by the ad-
ministration.
As Board member David Pady
was quickto point out: "The phones
are an administrative matter, not a
policy matter...l don't think the
Board can deal with individual
policy matters." .
After some discussion of the
problem, LornaMarsden offered
to release a report on the phones
to the Board, prompting member
Stephen Taylor to say "1 would
prefer the Board does not get
involved in administrative mat-
ters, I do not even want a report
at this time."
Student Council President
Sean Taylor promptly apologized
for the student movement to bring
the phone problem to the atten-
tion of the Board of Governors,
acknowledging that the students "did
not follow protocol."
The Board Of Governors will
not address the current phone fiasco
at their meetings unless all other op-
tions have been exhausted. However,
all hope is not lost. Sean Taylor dis-
cussed the problem with Ron Craig,
Vice President of Finance and Ad-
ministration. Students will now be
included on the committee the ad-
ministration has established to
analyze the phone problem.
"The admin got a kick in the
pants," Taylor said later. Before the
meeting, Craig was not aware of how
serious the students were about the
problem, despite the refund given to
students by the administration. "I
think $25 was a stupid token show,"
Taylor said.
Director of Institutional Rela-
tions ArthurStephen took centre stage
for a time to show a slide presenta-
tion on Maclean's Magazine "A
Measure Of Excellence" issue re-
leased on November 15.
Laurier finished sixth, at the
lower end of the range Stephen had
predicted,
"Our predictions were that Lau-
rier would finish fourth, fifth, or sixth
(In the Primarily Undergraduate cat-
egory)".
Stephen continued with an in-
depth analysis of the report, explain-
ing that Ontario ranked marginally
worse overall than other provinces
due to the funding Ontario schools
receive. Stephen also brought to
the attention of the other Board
members that Laurier ranked fif-
teenth to twentieth in funding.
On the positive side of
Stephen's presentation, Laurier had
the second highest entrance grades,
and ranked high in class size.
Lorna Marsden, WLU Presi-
dent, said that David Cooke, On-
tario's Minister of Education and
Training, has asked the Ontario
Council of University Affairs
(OCUA) to review funding to uni-
versities. OCUA is a government-
appointed committee representing
taxpayers. It decides how govern-
ment funds should be divided be-
tween the different universities.
Cooke asked the Council to
focus on accessibility to universi-
ties, the role of teaching, and rela-
tionsbetween universitiesandcol-
leges. The Council will be debat-
ing these issues over the next year.
The Laurier administration will
prepare a presentation with stu-
dentsandothergroupson behalfof
WLU to make at one of the Coun-
cil's open hearings. Suggestions
made by the Council will probably
be implemented for the 1995- 96
school year.
"It's going to have a major
impact on how funding is allo-
cated," both in the short and long
range, Marsden said. "This will
change the role of universities in
Ontario."
Taylor and Craig taking messages pic: Steve Doak
Credit where credit's due
SARAH EVANS
Canadian University Press
OTTAWA — That lOcent photo-
copy could cost you a lot more than
you bargained for —$25,000 more
to be exact.
Copyright infringement is
something many students are un-
concerned with, but it is a problem
that writers, publishers and univer-
sities across Canada are trying to
combat through education, aware-
ness and accountability.
In the interest of its members,
CANCOPY, a nationwide organi-
zation representing hundreds of
Canadian publishersandthousands
of Canadian and foreign writers, is
actively pursuing organizations and
institutions who break the Federal
Copyright Act, said Lucy White,
compliance manager of
CANCOPY.
Right now, it covers artistic,
literary and visual works as well as
computer programs, but additional
legislation is set to go into effect
next year.
According to White,
CANCOPY's responsibilities in-
clude educating people about the
Act and actively enforcing it by
monitoring universities and
copyshops near campuses across
the country. She pointed out that
they also employ private investiga-
tors as required to gather evidence
for RCMP use in their investiga-
tions.
Evidence gathered is used
when civil action is taken against
the parties infringing the Act.
If convicted in federal court,
an individual can receive a $25,000
fine and/orsix months in jail. Cur-
rently, there are several civil cases
being pursued by CANCOPY in
the Toronto area as well as an
RCMP investigation in the Ottawa
area.
"Illegal photocopying is dam-
aging writers and publishers across
Canada. The end result is that there
will be no more publishingof text-
books... Students who continue to
buy textbooks will carry a heavier
and heavier burden because of the
students who photocopy textbooks.
What you are buying with a text-
book is the information inside it.
That's the value of the textbook,"
White said.
On the other hand, students
seem to have little or no regard for
the law or t he I ivelihoods of writ-
ers and publishers. One second-
year music student said he had
no qualms about copying entire
textbooks or music books, hav-
ing already done it the past. An-
other second-year biochemistry
student said he had not only cop-
ied entire texts, but also soft-
ware.
"I think [photocopying] is
done on such a minute scale that
they don't even notice it. I think
those companies make so much
money that they can afford that
loss," the biochemistry student
said.
Universities are also work-
ing together to protect themselves
from liability. The Association
of Universities and Colleges of
Canada iscurrently negotiatinga
licensing agreement with
CANCOPY in the interests of
degree granting institutions
across Canada, said Sally Brown,
vice president of external rela-
tions at AUCC.
Dialogue between the two
parties started informally four
years ago and has progressed to
a stage where the AUCC is con-
fident there a final agreement will be
reached in the near future, Brown
said. She explained that the agree-
ment should include limited photo-
copying rights for students and staff
and with further negotiation, there
may be the possibility of reproduc-
ing other technologies such as soft-
ware, though students may have to
pay a tariff.
Richard Greene, chief librarian
at the University of Ottawa, said he is
enthusiastic about the prospect of an
agreement. Campus libraries have
posted notices concerning the act
above all photocopying machines,
he said, adding that though the li-
brary refuses any responsibility con-
cerning the violation of the Act, en-
forcement of theact is next to impos-
sible.
"As a librarian, I have a feeling
they went a little too far with this law.
There is too much protection and not
enough access," he said.
One area copyshop said it was
informed by CANCOPY of the Fed-
eral Copyright Act and was granted
licences to copy CANCOPY materi-
als. However, since it has also al-
ready been warned by the RCMP, it
has strict guidelines. The general rule
is to include only ten per cent of
one chapter and to charge four
cents a page as a royalty fee going
to CANCOPY. The shop added
that it will not copy anything from
publishers whose permission they
do not have.
White explained that univer-
sity professors are a unique case
for copyright. Some professors are
members of CANCOPY through
their publishers or individually, but
many are not. The lack of sales for
professors' works, because of pho-
tocopying, might lead to a decrease
in market demand and a reduction
in income for them, she said.
Still, others disagreed. Greene
said he believes professors would
not object to students using their
work even if it was copied adding
that citations are just as important
as sales.
Brown concurred saying, "We
believe that a lot of professors wish
their works to be easily accessed."
"I would care if someone cop-
ied it to make themselves money.
That I object to. Don't use my work
to make a living," said David
Clarke, an adjunct professor in the
law department.
Taylor's telephonesBored WatchStudents'Union
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
The excitement in this week's WLU
Students' Union Board of Direc-
tors meeting started before any-
thing got under way when Sean
Taylor (President) had to leave to
answer his cellular phone. People
were impressed. I was too.
This Thursday, D,ec. 2 will see
members from BOD sit down in
the Concourse and field any ques-
tions that anyone cares to ask them
from 12:30 to 1:30 pm.
This isyour chance to putyour
favourite BOD mcmberon thespot,
and get some answers (or at least
some slippery evasions) to any
concerns you have about campus
life or politics.
Five new campus clubs were
passed this week: the Italian club,
the Financial Management Asso-
ciation, Students of Health and
Physical Education (SHAPE), the
Squash Club, and the Laurier In-
ternational Students Association.
Some discussion came up on
whether or not it is the Students'
Union job to fund multicultural ism
(like the Italian Club), but then
other BOD members jumped in,
like Charlie Angelakos saying
"Manning comes to Laurier. The
club was passed with only Peter
Hardy voting against it.
A BOD member job descrip-
tion was brought forward to the
Board for approval and was at the
centre of a disagreement between
Paul McQueen and Martin
Chartrand. McQueen said he'd
never seen it, and Chartrand
claimed he'd previously discussed
it with McQueen.
The job description was with-
drawn, then back-pedalied and was
brought back into motion, and then
passed.
The phone system controversy
is still ongoing. At a recent Inter-
Residence Council meeting, Sean
Taylor says that Dean of Students
Fred Nicholls gave a goal of seeing
a success rate of 5 out of every 6
calls (83%) made on the new phone
system.
Bell Telephone however, has
standards of seeing 96 to 98% of
calls completed. BOD re-stated its
hopes of chucking the new phone
system in the thrusher.
The Student Affairs Board is
working on a "white paper" - a
working definition of a"university
student" that BOD can present that
would represent student concerns
about how they get into, work in,
and get out of the university expe-
rience.
The motivation to make this
paper, BOD member Joel Lynn
said, was that Laurier's mission
statement was found by BOD to be
"insulting...student's aren't even
mentioned in passing until the
fourth paragraph".
From External Affairs Board,
Charlie Angelekos reported that
they were looking into having Sue
Johansen from "Sex With Sue"
give a lecture on campus next se-
mester as part of Laurier's Speak-
er's Series. The entire Board was
behind looking into this further,
and the smutty jokes were kept to a
pretty low level.
Ways to improve Wilf's were
reported by VP Marketing Rob
Trojanek. The recommendations
included trying out interactive
sports games, and selling Nevada
tickets (with a portion donated to
charities).
Fall Convocation will continue
to be held at Laurier for at least
another 2 years, Jason Gilmore
was happy to say. Faced with over
fifty petitions to keep fall Convo-
cation alive, the Senate agreed not
to let co-op students twist in the
wind for months on end, waiting to
Cream isn't the
only thing that
floats to the top
graduate..
Also of interest at the Senate
meeting was arecommendation to
increase "internationalisation" at
Laurier. Apparently, Laurier has
the lowest population of out-of-
province and out-of-country origi-
nating students of Ontario univer-
sities.
A draft of a letter that elabo-
rates on BOD's position of giving
the decision to alter drop fees for
courses the shaft was introduced at
the meeting. One Board member
didn't like the idea that the letter
spoke for the whole Board and
didn't represent everyone's opin-
ions.
At a "discussion of BOD is-
sues" the opinion of keeping per-
sonal problems between Board
members between themselves, and
to stop the off-the-cuff, behind the
back comments to themselves was
somewhat vaguely, and limply ad-
dressed. No names were mentioned.
Worth a bit more entertain-
ment value was the debate on
whether or not abstaining during
voting was truly representing the
student body (as stated in BOD's
mandate) orjust jellyfishingout of
having to take a position.
This debate went on for some
time, becoming more and more
heated. People started to preach
and air their views without really
accomplishing anything until
(thankfully) Sean Taylor spoke up
andputthemattertoanend calling
for everyone to best represent the
student body as they could, and for
the whole board to support deci-
sion that the board came to.
It was amazing. It was
reminiscient of those scenes when
Ward Cleaver scolded Wally and
the Beaver in that father-knows-
bestway of his. The bickering BOD
shut up.
If any of you have questions
about these issues, put them to a
BOD member of your choice TO-
DAY in the Concourse from 12:30
to 1:30, at the open forum previ-
ously mentioned. BOD is there to
listen and address YOUR concerns,
after all you're already paying for
it.Angelakos tries to hold himself back. Pic: Steve Doak
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Customized gift baskets, Christmas
cards, great stocking stutters,
flavoured oils, body paints, KAMA
SUTRA products, T-shirts, books.
And a whole array of other products.
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■ the Campus Clubs I
THE FOLLOWING CLUBS DESERVE
A PAT ON THE BACK FOR BEING
SO ACTIVE :
AIESEC Environmental Assoc.
History Club Musician's Network
Indian Students' Assoc.
Religion & Culture Society
Chinese Students' Assoc.
GET INVOLVED !
CHECK OUT CAMPUS CLUBS !
WLU serving the public
JENN THORNE
Cord News
Wilfrid Laurier University has
many different services for the com-
munity of regional Kitchener -
Waterloo.
The intention in providing the
community and society with so
many service centres is to better
acquaint the public with the Uni-
versity's endeavours.
WLU provides it's students
with a Research and Consulting
service. This service includes The
Laurier Trade Development Cen-
tre, Laurier Institute Small busi-
ness consulting, Cold Regions re-
search, LaurierCentreforMilitary
Strategic and Disarmament, Wa-
terloo/Laurier centre for Soviet
Studies and Research Centre.
Market research is provided as
well as advisory services. The
facility has assisted in completing
customised projects and providing
research and advice to government
associates.
The opportunity forbusinesses
to participate in and benefit from
the curriculum is provided. Stud-
ies of small to medium businesses
arc conducted.
The Outreach Education Pro-
gram consists of Continuing Edu-
cation, Grand River Polytechnical
Institute, History and Geography
teachers conferences, as well as
World University Services of
Canada.
The Outreach Education Pro-
gram offers such services as edu-
cation over cable television and
videos, business courses in Trini-
dad and Tobago, assisting native
students into post-secondary edu-
cation, and by donation refugees
can attend University.
The High School Enrichment
Program al lows students to partici-
pate in the stock market, work-
shops, mock auditions, and con-
tests. It also allows high school
students to attend WLU and re-
ceive hands on experience.
Concerts, recitals, operas,
drama, art showings and lectures
are all examples of what kinds of
Cultural activities are offered.
Many other services such as
social work, co-operative educa-
tion and career services,
multicultural projects, housing list-
ings, mediacommentary andspeak-
er's bureau are also available. The
University also offers Music
Therapy, which 20 students teach
to eight groups. The students teach
to those in institutions, hospitals,
and schools. These people are from
a wide age range. They may also be
disabled in a variety of ways. The
demand for this particular therapy
was so great that in 1991 the service
was substantially increased.
The WLU Students' Union, in
partnership with quite a few other
organizations, are also involved
with Working With the Commu-
nity.
WLU also serves the commu-
nity by providing sports programs.
There are thousands of Waterloo
Region occupants that participate
in athletics. Many camps are of-
fered for football, basketball, and
hockey, as well as The Golden
Hawks camp heldfor children ages
ninetoeleven. There are four week
long sessions which approximately
25 children can attend. The camp is
ten years old and assists in intro-
ducing the children to sports that
are held indoors, outdoors, and in
the water.
WLU houses many facilities
on campus like the Library, John
Aird Recital Hall, the Theatre Au-
ditorium, Seagram Stadium, the
Laurier Summer Hotel, and the
swimming pool.
In the summer months of May
to August, Laurier offers a hotel
service. Guests are welcome to stay
as long as they please in these
months. The hotel registers people
from 9:ooam until 12:00midnight
daily.
Also offered is the Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary. The Seminary
offers conferences, field place-
ments, internships, and workshops.
The seminary also serves as a
chapel.
The programs offered to the
community by Laurier were recently
the subject of a report published by
WLU Institutional Relations. This
report was prepared by Julia Ann
Easley aftertheadministration re-
quested an inventory of these pro-
grams. The office of Institutional
Relations welcomes comments or
suggestions that you wish to have
published in the next report.
Thirdannual concert forFood
Bank ofWaterloo Region
JENN THORNE
Cord News
Phil's Bar and Grill is holding the third annual concert
for the Food Bank of Waterloo Region for the second
year in a row. Two years ago the Food Bank Concert
was held in the lower part of the Huether Hotel on
King Street.
Sunday December 12, at 9:00 pm, Phil's Bar and
Grill will be rocking to the sounds of War Wagon,
Swacked and Dinner is Ruined.
There will be a $5.00 entry fee, and any non-
perishable food donation will be greatly appreciated.
All money and food are donated directly to The
Food Bank of Waterloo Region. Phil's is donating
their time, space and their own sound person.
The event is an all- ages licensed event sponsored
by CKMF, CKWR and Spot Light magazine.
The band War Wagon will be performing in the
"Christmas Cracker", as they affectionately refer to
it. This is the band's third performance for the Food
Bank.
War Wagon put the first food bank concert
together. Band member, John Pierce said, " it was a
success last year."
Swacked, also performing, has just released a
new CD. The band also has members that are Laurier
graduates.
Being featured is the band Dinner is Ruined, a
Toronto band who also has released a new CD.
Dinner is Ruined will be the last act.
Second Cup is not leaving us (yet)
The rumours that The Second Cup is closing its on-
campus coffee cart are false. Although the holding
company which currently owns Laurier's Second
Cup franchise has been sold, The Second Cup
coffee cart will remain on-campus. Fa la la la la la
la la la. Virginia Parker pic: Deb Duiker
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Flower Bouquets for your Hosts a,0
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with our Recycled Cards Wm lM
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> This coupon entitles the bearer to a basket
jy °f our largest, juiciest order of wings 1
I for only $4 (plus taxes). I
\ Good only 5-9pm Thursday. I
I (LjSCJi Valid until December 9/93 ,
.
\ l / Dine-in Only
'drink purchase necessary I
SUND/OIGHT
BURGER SPECIAL
$1.991/2 LB.
BURGER & FRIES
"drink purchase necessary
"Are you stuck in there?"
DAVID LUCKMAN
Cord News Commentary
It starts off as any little errand; in
my case I was going to check my
mail. 1 decided that I should take
the stairs for all the usual reasons-
it's good for me, I need the exer-
cise, it's only five floors, and as
always, the elevator's easier. 1 got
into the elevator, punched the floor
that I wanted, and watched as the
doorsclosed. Ididn'tthinkitwould
be almost an hour before they
opened again.
Half way between the third
and second floors, the elevator
stopped with a jolt and a thud.
After an initial moment of panic
and the mandatory "that's not sup-
posed to happen," flashed across
my mind I realised that the eleva-
tor was stuck. Well, what do you
do? I waited for a minute to make
sure that this wasn't the elevator's
idea of a joke and when the eleva-
tor didn't laugh and start moving
again I knew I had a problem.
The lower panel ofthe Bricker
elevator has a phone box not un-
like the buzz box, with two large
buttons marked "Call" and "Emer-
gency". Aftera moment's thought
I decidcd that as I was safe and in
no immediate danger the Emer-
gency button was a bit extreme. 1
didn't know what it did so the Call
button was also out. 1 decided to
leave thatalone for now and try the
button marked bell.
After a moment of waiting a
loud, somewhat annoying bell was
heard ringing. After playing with
the button for a while I finally got
an answer from someone on the
other side with the question that
had been bothering me for a while.
"Are you stuck?" came float-
ing down the shaft.
After indicating that I was,
there was a brief scurry and some-
one on the floor below me- it hap-
pened to be my Don. After making
sure that I was not freaking or dead
or anything, he told me to try jump-
ing up and down. No effect. They
told me to try the phone, so I pressed
the call button and got a dial tone.
I then noticed that while I may
have had a line to somewhere, I
didin't have a phone book and 1
had no idea who to call in times
like these. My Don went to get the
Head Resident, who in turn got
someone from the elevator com-
pany. I got told to "hang tight."
This is the part of the whole
thing that bothers me. Every place
that I have seen people yelling and
screaming and panicking, I have
one thing to say about it- it's bor-
ing. While waiting to get out I
spent about three quarters of an
hour listening to the fan, occasion-
ally hearing people walk by, once
in a while with a whispered "Is he
still in there," to which I'd yell a
"yes" and people would giggleand
scurry away. I considered trying to
take the top grate off the elevator
and try the doors above but I de-
cided that with help on the way
that might be frowned upon. Play-
ing with the buttons is no fun,
everyone would know it was you.
You can't sing, the whole building
would hear. In short, if ever you
plan to get stuck in an elevator,
take a book or a deck of cards or
something. It is on the whole one
of the most dis-interesting experi-
ences you are likely to have.
After spending approximately
fifty minutes in the elevator, it
shuddered and dropped a foot, then
another, and then another until
coming to rest on the first floor
(my original destination) and the
doors opened. Again, this is noth-
ing like the movies, I walked out,
checked my mail and took the stairs
back to the fifth floor.
Woo-Hoo at WLU
TRACEY BOWERS
Cord News
In case you have not heard, there is
a new sorority on campus. Their
name is Alpha Omega; their Presi-
dent is Pam Jones; their distin-
guished call is "woo-hoo";and their
mandate is community involve-
ment.
Although Sigma Chi (the fra-
ternity) and Delta Gamma (the fe-
male fraternity) are well estab-
lished here at Laurier, Alpha
Omega has recently emerged to
join the Greek Community. As
stated in Alpha Omega literature,
"just because Laurier is a small
university does not mean that there
can not be more than one sorority
or fraternity."
"I promise to hold true to my
heart and live faithfully by the
following principles. To honour
and respect the individualism of
all people. To respect friendship in
sisterhood as being trustworthy,
loyal, receptive and reliable. To
strive to be the best that I can be,
socially, physically, and emotion-
ally at work and at play." This is
the Alpha Omega pledge, which is
echoed in their slogan, "harmony
through individuality".
There is currently about ten
members in Laurier's Alpha
Omega. However, their first Rush
information night is planned for
January 12,1994. AlphaOmegais
a local chapter that is not affiliated
with any national sororities. How-
ever there are future prospects for
nation-wide affiliated sororities
and maybe even a sorority house
here in Waterloo.
So, why start a new sorority
when one already exists at Lau-
rier? Well, the reasons differed
between members but the general
consensus revolved around a chal-
lenge. Jennifer Appleby, Vice
President, said, "starting a new
sorority is much more challenging
and rewarding than conforming to
one that already exists." Amy
Hopkins, Rush co-ordinator said,
"Starting a new sorority without a
national affiliate is preferable as it
is more individual. There is no
national mandate to conform to;
therefore we can develop the so-
rority with a personal touch."
What do they plan to do? Al-
pha Omega plans to become in-
volved in a variety of activities
within the community. However
they are currently in the planning
stages for most of their agenda as
they are still a recent entity at Lau-
rier. Despite this, they are going to
be part of the Greek Communities'
Winter Carnival team. On a more
serious side they will be holding
and attending social events and
will be doing charity work in the
K-W area.
In their literature, Alpha
Omega offers benefits such as
"meeting new people, personal
growth and development, and hav-
ing fun!" Interested female stu-
dents are reminded of the Rush
information night on January 12
and are directed to the classifieds
for further information about Al-
pha Omega: the beginning and the
end.
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Restaurant
[ Arabian and Canadian Cuisine I
11 NEW GREAT MENU! fl
Appetizers • Light Meals * Lunches
Dinners * Fully Licenced
«> OPEN LATE TO SERVE YOU SPECIALTY ■
11 CAKES, COFFEE & HERBAL TEAS m
§ "We are here Tor you always"
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We know if you've been bad or good,
so write for news for goodness' sake.
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lJini'U BUYBACK BONUS PRIZES ARE AT YOUR FINGERTIP
Turn a simple game card into instant treasure.
■ Sell your books for cash and receive a free game
o card with each transaction. Then apply your
golden touch by simply scratching off the prize
- JflHH(B® = area see y° u have the MIDAS TOUCH.
IT'S A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!
We buy all books with current market value
BUYBACK PRIZES ARE
at you«er tip 20 prizes, total value $400, as displayed in
the concourse s. at the buy back
December 15th to the 17th
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Helping children be kids
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord News
Children are people too.
What's said in group, stays in
group.
Everyone speaks for themself.
No bad words. No put downs.
Right to pass.
These words of wisdom came
from rules created by eight kids
taking part in "Children Are Peo-
ple Too", an eight week workshop
dealing with living in stressful situ-
ations such as chemical addictions,
violence or divorce.
The workshop is run by Re-
gional Addiction Counselling in
the Frederick Mall in Kitchener.
Sitting on the floor in a circle,
the children look eagerly to Cathy
Frey, human resource counsellor.
The children range in age from five
to twelve years old. Their common
bond is a search for a way to trust
others, and a way to express their
confused feelings.
Frey leads the children in fun
and playful activities that might, to
an outsider look like merely that;
games. However, through the in-
nocent play both Cathy and the
kids can put across their hidden
message.
"Often children internalize
their anger in high stress environ-
ments. They don't express their
feelings in words, but in actions,"
says Frey. "One kid hurts his dog,
one hits other kids."
The children tend to "take on
roles", says Frey, that become
quickly evident. These include the
clown, the joker, the silent one.
It"s Frey's job to help and encour-
age the children to feel secure
enough to be able to express their
thoughts and emotions that they
deal with everyday at home, with
or without the aid of a guise.
"We take different risks as we
grow up," Frey explains to the
young faces. "It's how we learn
and grow. But as we grow older -
people let fears stop them from
taking risks."
"We have to take risks to make
things better."
She tries to explain to the
children that it's okay to lower
their emotional defences,and risk
trusting someone.
One game that Frey used was
called the bike ride for eight. The
children all pretend they are on
one bike, all pedalling and mov-
ing forward. Then the rain starts.
The road becomes slippery and
the leader is having trouble steer-
ing the bike.
Next, the bike has to go up-
hill. It's very hard and everyone is
becoming tired and angry. Some
have to work harder to pull the
others. The leader has been drink-
ing, and can't handle steering
anymore. The bike starts to shake
back and forth.
They reach the top, but in-
stead of being finished, they lose
control and go flying down the
other side of the hill, crashing in a
heap at the bottom.
The children don't need to be
told who is which role, or what this
represents. They know.
One young boy in the group
was abandoned by his mother, an
alcoholic. Two girls struggle for
their father's attention, as his alco-
holism isn't acknowledged by the
family. The only attention they
receive is an occasional scream in
anger.
By the end of each session, the
children have drawn up goals to
meet for the next week. They in-
clude talking about one high time
and one low time each night, or
setting time aside to talk about
their feelings with their parents.
"We spent five hours Satur-
day night together, talking and
hanging out. We ordered a pizza. It
was great." One girl met her goal.
One family stepped a little bit closer
to each other.
The eight week sessions cost
$45.00, but "no one is turned
away." The program is seeking
government funding. Currently, it
is funded by donations and fees.
University women assaulted more
SIMONA CHIOSE
Canadian University Press
TORONTO — University-age women are three times
as likely to have been assaulted physically or sexually
during the last year than other age groups, a Statistics
Canada study has found.
The study, the most comprehensive of its kind to
date, interviewed 12300 women by telephone. Fifty-
one per cent reported having been sexually or physi-
cally assaulted some time in their lives, with ten per
cent of all women reporting such assaults in the last
twelve months.
But 27 percent of women between the ages of 18
and 24 said they had experienced physical or sexual
violence in the last year.
The study also indicates that 21 per cent of
women with a degree or some post-secondary educa-
tion were assaulted in the last twelve months, com-
pared to only 17 per cent of women who had com-
pleted secondary or high school education.
Glenda Simms, president of the Canadian Advi-
sory Council on the Status of Women, said the survey
results show that "violence against women cuts across
class and education lines."
"Education does not protect women. What this
means is that our universities themselves are not
protective environments for young women," said
Simms.
Another study released earlier this year, which
focused on dating behavior among women and men
in universities, found that 28 per cent of the 1,835
women polled had been sexually abused or assaulted
and 22 per cent had been physically abused by men
they were dating. The report also found that of the
1,307 men polled, 13 per cent said they had been
physically abusive and 12 per cent admitted having
been sexually abusive.
The recent Statistics Canada study confirms that
most women who experience incidents of physical or
sexual assault some time after the age of 16 have been
assaulted by men known to them. Only six per cent of
the women who reported having been assaulted said
the abuse came from a stranger.
Although University of Toronto sexual harass-
ment officer Paddy Stamp cautioned that it is difficult
to explain why young women are being assaulted at
rates high above the national average, she added that
the findings are not surprising.
"This confirms statistics that have already been
produced. We have known for some years that one in
three women would experience sexual violence some
time in their lives," said Stamp.
Simms cited a symposium organized by the coun-
cil two years ago where 17-year-old women reported
being beaten by the men they were dating. She said the
StatsCan survey is further evidence that most women
experience violence at the hands of men they know.
"There is an inter-generational pattern ofmen who
are violent towards women," Simms said. "It not just
their fathers' generation that is violent. Young men are
being socialized to think that this is normal."
Although Simms criticized the current study for
not surveying women who speak languages other than
English and French, she said it is still a useful tool.
"It's useful in that it confirms on a large scale what
we have been saying for a long time," said Simms.
Censoring Internet
VICTORIA (CUP) — Erotica-
Animals, Erotica-Children,
Erotica-Male, Erotica-Female,
Erotica-Gay and Erotica-Bisexual
are yours at the push of a button.
Press afew keys in the Internet
computer network, and you are
invited to look through this file
area, Erotica. For some, it's a
garden ofdelights. For others, it's
a field ripe for the censor's blade.
Internet's ostensible function
is to exchange academic and sci-
entific information around the
world. But it also includes files on
almost anything imaginable, in-
cluding the stuff that drives puri-
tans mad.
"It's sex education of the
worst kind for our kids," says
Dolina Smith, president of Cana-
dians for Decency, who demand
the removal of erotic material from
the Internet.
"I think we have a responsi-
bility to the society."
With the growth of Internet,
the ability to access such files has
sparked a debate over the propri-
ety of computer files. One ques-
tion is whether the elimination of
these files is a breech of freedom
of speech and information, pro-
tected by the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
"I think this freedom of
speech thing has been carried far
too far,"argues Smith. "Our fami-
lies are going down, all in the
name of freedom of speech."
Internet proponents and civil
libertarians would like to allow
users access to all files without
restriction.
A six-member University of
British Columbia task force on
the Appropriate Use of Informa-
tion Technology last September
looked into the pornographic con-
tents of Internet.
"I don't think that it's a par-
ticular problem," says task force
member Shirley Marcus. "If you
don't like it you don't have to
look at it."
"If you went to turn on your
computer it wouldn't be sitting
there," she adds, noting that users
must actively search out such in-
formation.
And people are tapping in.
Boardwatch magazine ran a
reader's poll of the best computer
boards. Three of the top ten were
"Explicit Adult" systems — in-
cluding Pleasure Dome, based in
Tidewater, Virginia.
Pleasure Dome offers elec-
tronic access to networks like
ThrobNet, SwingNet, StudNet and
KinkNet, according to a recent ar-
ticle in Time.
Internet isdesignedforthefree
flow of information, but another
B.C. university has decided to re-
strict some content.
"It is intended to be open to
encourage people to do different
things," says Worth Johnson, man-
ager of network operations at
Simon Fraser University. "The
nature of Internet is to allow any-
thing to go on."
SFU decided to exclude any-
thing from their system that was
not "scholarly," said Johnson.
Sam Scully, a University of
Victoria vice-president, said
Internet should be wide-open for
the general transmission of infor-
mation.
UVic supports the "general
right of access of any kind for
academic research versus the col-
lective right to protect people from
offensive and repugnant things,"
he says.
There is no test to prove the
academic merit of material on the
system. Iftherewas, it would likely
entail much time to keep up with
the rapid input — and much con-
troversy over its interpretations.
In Canada, there is a six per
cent growth in the Internet system
every month.
"There isnocontrollingwhat's
getting trafficked," said Johnson.
"Over the upcoming years will be
a period of creating new processes
and rules."
Internet is the "only working
anarchy in the world," said Richard
Pitt, system administrator for
Wimsey, an electronic bulletin
board based in Vancouver.
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Xmas Stocking O' Crime
Straight from the Offices of
John Baal, Laurier's Chief of
Security
Nov. 22 - 17:50 : Disturbance /
Mischief
WLU staff members reported
that a food fight was in progress
inside the Dining Hali. Upon ar-
rival of WLU Constables, the
food fight had ended and partici-
pants had departed. Only a cou-
ple of WLU students had been
involved, all from one residence.
No serious damages or messes
were sustained.
Nov. 23 - 12:35 : Damage by
Fire
Information was received that a
car parked in Lot #3 had smoke
coming from under the hood.
Constables confirmed this upon
their arrival at which time the
Fire Department was summoned
and attended. Constables had to
break the vehicle window in or-
der to access the hood release
and access the fire. The fire was
extinguished and the vehicle re-
moved from the lot by the owner.
No further action required.
Nov. 23 - 17:30 : Accidental
Personal Injury
The Security Department re-
ceived information regarding an
incident that had reportedly oc-
curred on Saturday Nov. 13 at a
High School Football Game in
Seagram's Stadium. It was re-
ported that one of the spectators
who was seated in the front row
of the stadium seats rose to her
feet to chccr, at which time the
crowd surged forward, pushing
her over the protective railing.
She fell approximately five feet,
landing on grass mixed with
gravel. She apparently sustained
a fracture to her right elbow but
did not report the injury to any
Police or organizers. Upon de-
parting the game, her friends
summoned an ambulance and
she was taken by ambulance to
K-W Hospital where she was
treated.
Nov. 23 - 22:30 : WLU Alcohol
Policy Violation
\An officer brought to my atten-
tion a violation of the WLU Alco-
hol Policy. Students' Union offi-
cials neglected to advise Security
of a scheduled Social Event
planned for this evening by the
Chinese Student Association. Of-
ficers advise that about 300 per-
sons reportedly attended this event.
No documentation could be
located in the Security Office to
confirm authorization for this
event. As a result, staffing ofSecu-
rity personnel was not sufficient
for this situation. WLU Alcohol
Policy stipulates that the Security
Dept. must be notified of all events
on WLU property involving alco-
hol.
Nov. 24 - Ooi^;:r;JDisturhance |
A Constableinformation
that a physical altercation had taken
place between a complainant (a
very intoxicated non-WLU affili-
ated person) and another maid in
Parking Lot #7. investigation by
the Constable was conducted; how-
ever, no evidence to corroborate
the information could be found.
As the complainant verbally abused
the Constable for his efforts, he
was evicted from WLU controlled"!
property. No further action is con-
templated regarding this incident
unless new evidence surfaces.
Nov. 24 - 03:30 : Suspicious Per-
son
Information was received that a
male had been sitting inside the
cab of a truck in the middle of
empty parking lot #3 when he was
observed by a WLU staff member
getting out, removing something
from the rear of the truck and then
fleeing. A Constable attended that
location and it was observed that
an open tool box had been left in
the back of a covered stake truck.
The toolbox wasremoved for safe-
kccping and later the next day
claimed by its owner.
Nov. 25 -18:45 : Accidental Per-
sonal Injury
A non-WLU student participating
in a High School BasketballTou-
rnament in the Athletic Complex
Gym was taken to K-W Hospital
Emergency when he severely
twisted his ankle during a game.
Nov. 26 - 23:50 : Disturbance
Turret Manager requested that
Constables attend and remove
two patrons who were giving his
staff a rough time and refused to
leave the premises. Upon arrival,
the two patrons were identified
as one WLU student and one
UW student. Both were evicted
from the premises and escorted
off WLU property. ,
sables, nideand
uncooperative. He was arrested
for Mischiefand escorted to the
Office where his father
was summoned and attended.
The father spoke with the sub-
ject at which time the subject
became cooperative and re-
quested that he be allowed to
reimburse WLU for damage
costs. As a result of this request,
Constables decided not to pro-
ceed with Criminal Charges;
however, he was issued with a
Trespass Notice that advised hi m
never to return to WLU control-
led properties. No further action
is contemplated in this regard.
Nov. 26 - 02:50 : Personating a
Peace Officer
A complainant reported receiv-
ing a telephone call from a per-
son that he was able to identify.
He reported that this person had
identified himself to him as a
Campus Police Constable and
chastised him for something that
had occurred earlier that evening.
He states that he was ordered to
report to the Chief of Security
first thing the next morning with
regards to the incident. The com-
plainant stated that he was con-
cerned that this person did not
realize that his actions consti-
tuted a criminal offence and re-
quested that someone speak with
him with regards to this before
he got himself into some serious
trouble.
Personating a Peace Officer ,
Section 130 of the Criminal Code
of Canada:
Everyone who a) falsely represents
himself to be a peace officer or a
public officer, or
b) not being a peace officer or public
officer uses a badge or article of
uniform or equipment in a manner
that is likely to cause persons to
believe that he or she is a peace
officer or pubttc officer, as the case
may be,ts guilty of an offence pun-
ishable on summary conviction.
"Kov 26 - : Mischief
Two complaints were received from
persons parked in Lot #12 that while
kiney' working inside the FC
Peters Building, sorfrforte had bro-
ken the headlamps on thf|fr vehicles.
p[,nv©s|igation is continuing.
Nov. 27 - 00:05 : False Fire Alarm
The Fire Alarm was activated at a
pull station inside one of the WLU
residences at this time. Investigation
revealed that it was accidentally
pulled; however, at the time the re-
sponsible person did not come for-
ward, panicked, and ran. He was
later identified and took responsibil-
ity for his actions.
Nov. 27 - 00:35 : False Fire Alarm
At this time the fire station located
by the elevator in the Students' Un-
ion Building was activated when
someone pulled it. Both pubs had to
be evacuated.
Investigation revealed that it was a
false alarm; however, by this time it
was too close to closing time so the
pubs did not re-open. Investigation
is continuing.
Nov. 27 - 04:45 : Mischief
Information was received from
Custodial staff that someone had
ripped down a large number of
ceiling tiles from a men's wash-
room on the third floor of the
Students' Union Building, be-
side the Corner Pocket. He stated
that they also had scattered paper
towels all over the washroom
creating quite a mess. Investiga-
tion is continuing.
Nov. 27 - 12:35 : Mischief
A broken window was discov-
ered at the WLU Admissions
Office on the side facing the Li-
brary. Further investigation re-
vealed that the damage was prob-
ably as a result of someone hit-
ting something they were carry-
ing against it rather than some-
one throwing something at it as
no projectiles were observed in
or around the damaged area.
Investagation is continuing.
Dec. 3 - 12:00 : Contest
It has been brought to the atten-
tion of the News Editors of the
Cord that Bag 'O Crime is nei-
ther a bag, nor does it exclusively
contain crime. In response, the
Cord is having a contest to re-
name Bag 'O Crime. Submit your
entry with your name, phone
number, and student number to
the Cord offices by December 3,
at noon. The writer of the win-
ning entry will receive an
honourary entry in the new for-
mat. You can't win if you don't
enter... and don't forget your
name and phone number!
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Bouius, Carolyn 5450 Crerar, Tammy 5433 Franken, Sheldon 5268 Hickson, Trudi 5102 L'Heureux, Sandra 5546
Bourgeois, Aaam 5239 Crossett, Melanie 5088 Freeborough, Andrea. 5491 Hill, Jamie 5252 Lacerte, Andrea 5465
Bowes, Charlene 5072 Crowther, Kelly 5064 Freeman, Jamie 5247 Hillier, Michelle 5529 Ladd, James 5341
Bowles, Catherine 5441 Culina, Branko 5018 Freeze, Karen 5494 Hillman, Andrea 5520 Lajoie, Amy 5075
Bowness, Sian 5184 Cunningham, Kyla 5409 French, Kelly 5554 Hills, Daniel 5375 Lalji, Zaheeda 5119
Boyer, Julie 5507 Curphey, Dianne 5402 Fuchs, Timothy 5366 Hines, Jennifer 5088 Lam, Minh 5200
Bradbury, Lisa 5559 Currie, Kelly 5266 Fulton, K 5528 Hiscox, Rhonda 5571 Landers, Brent 5564
Bradica, Michael 5267 Currie, Micnael 5357 Furtney, Kevin 5294 Ho, Amy 5071 Lang, Todd 5054
Brady, Matthew 5306 Curto, Adele 5149 Galba, Georgina 5534 Ho, Irving 5608 Lapacz, Christophe .... 5585
Branston, Christy 5187 Davidson, Gregor 5372 Galbraith, Michael 5043 Hodge, Jul 5534 Lapalme, Laurie 5573
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Lee, Lamond 5612 Mehta, Sejal 5162 Podrebarac, Anna 5570 Sieber, Margrit 5521 Unrig, Sheri 5454
Lee, Robert 5287 Mellow, Craig 5275 Pollin, Richard 5557 Silm, Ingrid 5541 Urminsky, Michael .... 5575
Lee, Ying 5462 Melo, Humberto 5569 Pollock, Courtney 5428 Simard, Rene 5614 Uroda, Natalie 5532
Legault, Laurie 5135 Menezes, Jeanette 5522 Pomeroy, Goldie 5551 Simms, Andrew 5033 Urquhart, Daniel 5026
Leidl, Brian 5269 Menzi Sibylle 5559 Ponic, Michael 5581 Simms, Tracy 5563 Vahi, Hassan 5610
Lekkerkerker, Darren . 5391 Metcalfe, Philip 5543 Poon, Stanley 5609 Simonovic, Vladimir.. 5576 Vaflee, Mark 5042
Lemmon, John 5010 Metier, Terry 5386 Porter, Davia 5341 Simpson, Todd 5328 Van Bussel, Michael .. 5314
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Ley, Toby 5393 Miner, Angela 5550 Ptaszek, Stefan 5278 Smith, Allyson 5485 Van Kampen, Kevin ... 5361
Li, Bernard 5346 Minialoff, Cynthia 5185 Puhr, Nancy 5523 Smith, Angela 5509 Van Loncfersele, Jason 5320
Li, Wilma 5494 Miranda, Dave 5579 Pyrce, Vanessa 5112 Smith, Catherine 5167 Vandale, Jason 5989
Liao, Jenny 5484 Mittelstedt, Mark 5240 Quan, The 5553 Smith, Cheryl 5455 Vandamme, Jeffrey.... 5294
Liao, Kelly 5491 Moffatt, Craig 5552 Quattrocchi, Alison .... 5089 Smith, Dyson 5516 Vanderkooy, Michelle 5510
Liddle, Don 5387 Mollica, Pamela 5442 Quattrociocchi, Angelo Smith, Melanie 5539 Vanderschot, Frances 5512
Lim Ah 5106 Money, Thomas 5009 5389 Smith, Rachel 5196 Vanderzee, Nancy 5490
Linfield, Leslie... 5196 Moore, Adrienne 5430 Quillian, Rhonda 5062 Smith, Rebecca 5567 Vanhorne, Michael .... 5046
Lipman, Jacqueline .... 551 7 Moore, Chris 5355 Quinn Michael 5583 Smith, Shellie 5513 Vankoughnett, Frederick ...
Little, Jo 5507 Moore, Michelle 5486 Qureshi, Tanya 5501 Smith, Sonya 5507 5255
Livermore, Craig 5027 Moore, Sean 5390 Racher, Adrienne 5469 Smith, Terry 5286 Vanryn, Jennifer 5525Livingston, Alyson 5174 Moore, Shelley 5130 Raj, Rahul 5280 Smolarek, Angela 5190 Vaughan, Cindy 5546
Livingston, Kelly 5483 Moreau, Cheryle 5556 Ramsay, Kevin 5338 Smye, Sean 5393 Vella, Michelle 5078
Lobo, lan 5293 Morgan, Brian 5049 Ramunno, Sandra 5123 Snider, Brent 5053 Velle, Maurice 5381
Lollar, Kerry 5166 Morissette, Dawn 5063 Ransome, Melissa 5138 Snowdon, Paul 5245 Venneri, Lisa 5449
Loranger, Angela 5183 Morissette, Katya 5565 Raptis, George 5255 Somerville, Dana 5138 Verheyen, Matthias ... 5575
Lorenzin, Elizabeth.... 5584 Morris, Daniel 5608 Ras, Michael 5543 Somogyi, Jennifer 5429 Vibe, Leanne 5562
Losiggio, Lois 51 53 Morrison, Greg 5542 Raven, Carol 541 9 Sood, Monisha 5079 Voets, Angeline 51 76
Louis, Marsha 5469 Morton, Andrew 5537 Read, Michael 5366 Spanner, Irene-Ann .... 51 37 Vonk, Edward 5374
Lovric, Zora 5540 Morton, lan 5611 Reed, Gregory 5314 Sparling, Penelope 5191 Vora, Parul 5440
Lowe, Monique 5477 Moskowitz, Ann 5110 Regimbala, Lynn 5501 Spence, Craig 5243 Wadden, Jason 5228
Lozon, Christopher.... 5549 Mothe, Erin 5575 Reich, Christina 5195 Spencer, Jennifer 5193 Wahl, Amy 5201
Lucas, Michael 5039 Mothersill, Janice 5416 Reid, Derek 5261 Spreckley, Jason 5365 Wakem, Lynne 5098
Luckman, David 5552 Mounsteven, Jane 5099 Reid Michelle 5470 Squires, Craig 5048 Waldschmitt, Elmar... 5339
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MacLennan, Charles .. 5288 Nagy, Yvette 5458 Richardson, Michael .. 5022 Staples, Sherri 5467 Wanzel, Jill 5175
MacLeod, Selene 5510 Nakaza, Naoki 5038 Riddell, Robbie 5306 Staranchuk, Robert.... 5569 Warfield, Janice 5545
MacMillan, Elizabeth . 5404 Napoli, Daniela 5093 Rideout, Jodie 5437 Stephenson, lan 5304 Warner, Janet 5158
MacNevin, Alan 5342 Napoli, Tina 5457 Riedl, David 5389 Stern, Angelika 5585 Warrack, Andrew 5272
Macßae, Jody 5562 Nascimben, Deanna .. 5184 Riml, Eric 5391 Stevenson, Christine . 5444 Warren, Kevin 5379
MacSween, Jennifer ... 5462 Neil, Heather 5518 Risebrough, Elton 5249 Stevenson, Lisa 5495 Wasyliw, Michael 5309
Madaka Wanyama, Peter .... Newbigging, David .... 5249 Ritchie, Pat 5322 Stevenson, Michael.... 5327 Watchorn, Christopher
5583 NewelC Ryan 5297 Ritsakis, Miltos 5379 Stipsits, Heidi 5163 5248
Maguire, Lisa 5538 Newell, Trevor 5378 Riviere, Lori 5523 Stolk, Jennifer 5565 Waterhouse, Tricia .... 5488
Manoney, Richard 5251 Newhook, Rhonda 5406 Robbins, David 5234 Stolte, Chris 5616 Watson, Keli 5520
Maikawa, Cynthia 5560 Ng, Judy 5502 Roberts, Alison 5449 Stolte, Elizabeth 5616 Watts, Kelly 5531
Makim, Anish 5530 Ng, Simon 5572 Roberts, Kerry 5179 Stopford, Jennifer 5550 Webber, Jennifer 5521
Mallory, Christine 5430 Ngo, Simon 5024 Robertson, Nichole ....5533 Stouffer, Philip 5035 Weber, Heidi 5190
Mancari, Michael 5357 Nicholas, Gwedhen.... 5520 Robinson, Peter 5530 Strachan, Andrew 5334 Weber, Neil 5054
Manktelow, Lynda 5556 Nicholls, Karen 5521 Robison, Ellen 5412 Stramaglia, Maria 5171 Wellington, Douglas.. 5352
Maracle Michelle 5506 Nichols, Heather 5480 Robitaille, Joel 5020 Strassburger, Trevor . 5252 Wells, Cameron 5331
Marr, Cnadwick 5032 Nichols, Kevin 5338 Roche Suzanne 5206 Stratton, Neil 5023 Welsh, Kim 5453
Marshall, lan 5312 Nicholson, Sherri 5577 Roelofsen, Stephen .... 5392 Stringer, Erika 5417 Werynski, Paul 5282
Marshall, Thomas 5056 Nickson, Jodelle 5134 Rogers, Jason 5345 Stringer, Heather 5508 West. Wendy 5506
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Martin, Erik 5360 Niemoller, Astrid 5577 551 1 Suericn, Donna 5117 Wewiora, Sherri 5076
Martin, Margaret-Anne Nilsson, Amy 5544 Ronan, Michael 5272 Suleman, Kaizer 5505 Whitchurch, Kelly 5076
5551 Northwood, Gillian .... 5511 Rose, Douglas 5613 Sullivan, Mary 5410 White, Janine 5191
Martin, Pamela 5159 Nussey, Brandon 5043 Roses Collado, Sergi .. 5583 Sumi, Jennifer 5466 White, Natasha 5570
Martini, Caesar 5390 O'Brien, Mark 5042 Ross, Andrea 5540 Sutton, Bradley 5253 White, Philippe 5052
Mason, Erin 5069 O'Brien, Robert 5008 Ross, Caryn 5523 Swain, Andrea 5400 White, Susan 5107
Massi, Amanda 5501 O'Donnell, Todd 5246 Ross, Paula 5541 Sweeney, Marlene 5081 Whitmore, Karrie 51 53
Masters, Wendy 5570 O'Hallarn, Rebecca .... 5203 Rossi, Shauna 5509 Swenson, Karl 5286 Wilde, Sean 5325
Mastromatteo, Gillian 541 3 O'Keefe, Sean 5312 Rossignoli, Sara 5513 Switzman, Robert 5505 Wildhagen Anita 5065
Mathies, Mark 5353 O'Leary, Edmund 5044 Rowe, Bryan 5535 Symons, Robert 5051 Wiles, Shelley 5602
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Maxwell, Melanie 5563 Ollivier, Megan 5414 Russell, Lee 5128 Tait, Kevin 5566 Wilson, Heidi 5169
May, J. Wesley 5243 Oner, Tulin 5578 Russo, Carmela 5445 Tam, Veng 5554 Wilson, Marsha 5170
Mayers, Steven 5260 Onlock, J 5144 Ryde, Cynthia 5122 Tang, Nqa 5086 Winkie, Will 5395
Mc Call, Walter 5343 Orpen, Matthew 5004 Sadoquis, Lori 5194 Taylor, Brent 5030 Winter, Jonathan 5552
McAlpine, Barbara 5475 Owen, Mark 5247 Sajan, Paul 5360 Taylor, Mark 5041 Wiseman, Stephanie.. 5538
McCallion, Patrick 5561 Oyston, Jason 5555 Salo, Andrew 5313 Taylor, Samantha 5461 Wong, Cindia 5127
McCallum, Sharon 5582 Pace, Daniel 5372 Sanderson, Sherri 5406 Taylor. Sean 5542 Wood, David 5299
McCandless, Denise ..5451 Page, lan 5241 Santin, Neal 5291 Teaball, Sara 5457 Wood, Gordon 5552
McCarten, Richard 5049 Palmer, Leslie 5205 Sargent, Shelly 5509 Temelini, Gregory 5015 Wood, Joel 5579
McClenaghan, Kate.... 5094 Palmer, Steven 5535 Saturnino, Mary 5540 Thacker, Manisha 5103 Wood, Lindsay 5200
McClure, Brian 5516 Papple, Sarah 5136 Sauer, Kerry 5427 Tharby, Katrina 5544 Wood, Shannon 5135
McCombe, Janice 5539 Paquette, Raymond ... 5547 Savage, Richard 5250 Theriault, Jason 5553 Wood Steven 5536
McCombs. Brent 5580 Paraskevopoulos, Steve Sawyer, Jeffrey 5285 Thibert, Todd 5535 Woodburn, William .... 5263McConneli, Joanna 5532 5311 Schaefer, Scott 5256 Thorn, Lucille 5203 Woolard, Craig 5583
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McEwan, Shelley 5522 Parker, Raegan 5178 Scheifley, Robert 5253 Thomas, Dax 5025 Wright, Wade 5305
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McLeod, Kathleen 5447 Peacock, Keri 5460 Seguin, Matthew 5325 Tolhurst, Christopher 5029 Zettler, Jason 5345
SPORTS
Looking for first win
PAUL GRAY
Cord Sports
This week's the women's volley-
ball team went down in straight
sets to the Brock Badgers, 15-4,
15-11,15-11. "Our biggest con-
cern right now is to get that elusive
first win. It should get a lot easier
after that. We've got many talent-
ed young players on this team, we
definitely have a great future," said
head coach Cookie Leach.
The opening game saw the
Golden Hawks take an early 2-0
lead only to see it fall to a stronger,
more organized Brock side. The
Hawks made it close early only to
falter later eventually droppingthe
first game 15-4.
The second game was much
closer. Opening rallies were fought
tooth and nail, and neither side
could manage to string any points
together. Brock eventually opened
a lead and never looked back.
Brock took a 14-7 lead and even
Laurier's determination was not
enough.They lost 15-11.
The Laurier side started this
game in control, opening the scor-
ing and taking an early 5-0 lead.
Brock managed to come as close
as 6-4 but the Lady Hawks, keyed
by some timely blocks and excel-
lent power hittingopened the Brock
wound to 8-5. Unfortunately Brock
was able to come back and again
take a late lead. The Brock Badg-
ers managed to steal game three
out from under the feet of the
Hawks and won in straight sets.
On ice, no birds, no swords can touch the Hawks
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
The Hawkey Hawks winningstreak
is now an unbeaten streak. This is
after a weekend that saw the Hawks
beat nationally ranked Guelph 6-3
and tie division rival Windsor 3-3.
In Guelph last Thursday Lau-
rier came up with another solid
road effort and extended their win-
ning streak to eight games.
Laurier did not get off to the
greatest start on Thursday as they
spotted the Gryphons leads of 2-0
and 3-1 in the first period. Guelph
first counted a goal from Eric Ross
at the 4:28 mark of the first, when
Ross beat Hawkgoalie RickPracey
with a hard wrist shot on the blocker
side. Five minutes later Brad
Haelzlc caught Pracey out of posi-
tion and slid the puck past him to
give his side a 2-0 lead. That's
when Laurier replied with a Don
McConnell goal five minutes later.
After Guelph scored with just un-
der a minute left in the period,
Laurier's Joel Bishop took a nice
set-up from Kevin Greco to put the
Hawks within one with thirty sec-
onds left in the period.
The second period saw the
Hawks pick up the pace a bit and,
in particular, tighten up defen-
sively. They were helped out a bit
by Guelph's own stupidity early in
the second frame. At the 15:54
mark Haelzle was assessed a five
minute major for trying to perform
a hatchet jobon Hawkcaptain Chris
George. In addition to they also got
stung for a minor to Adam Pender.
Laurier's powerplay led by John
Spoltore converted those two
Gryphon gaffes into two powerplay
goals two minutes apart.
Gryphon coach saw this as the
turning point in the game. "The
two powerplay goals were the turn-
ing point", he said "After that Lau-
rier really took the play to us".
George took a set-up from
Spoltore near the end of the second
and converted it into a 5-3 Laurier
lead heading into the final frame.
Defenceman Bob Shelp rounded
out the Laurier scoring in the third
on a nice individual effort, taking
the puck around the Guelph
defenceman and banged in his own
rebound behind goalie JeffWilson.
The shorthanded marker earned
Allen the ol' hook as Muylaert
tried to find a spark for his team.
Hawk goalie Pracey turned away
all other Guelph opportunities as
the Hawks coasted home with the
6-3 win.
The Hawks next stepped on
the ice on Saturday at home against
the Lancers. The story of this night
was Windsor goalie Steve Thorpe,
who did everything this night, ex-
cept stand on his head and spit
wooden nickels. The Hawks fell
behind in this one as Windsor
counted two goals from Brandon
Boyko in the first period. Mike
Dahle brought Laurier back within
one with a shorthanded marker at
the 1:17 mark of the second. Five
minutes later Scott Cullen tied the
game with a goal at the 5:30 mark.
Laurier then made a costly
mistakeon the powerplay with four
minutes left in the period. After
back-to-back penalties put them
on the powerplay, Laurier gave up
the puck in the Windsor zone giv-
ingthe Lancers a two-on-one break.
Boyko counted his third point of
the night, when he slid a pass to
teammate Kevin Forrest, who
blasted a hand slapshot past Rick
Pracey.
The third period took shape
much as the first two had with
Thorpe making several nice stops.
However at the 8:51, defenceman
Mark Strohack made a nice play
pinching in to stop a Lancer clear-
ing attempt. The shot he then let go
was deflected by Don McConnell
past Thorpe.
The rest ofthe game was domi-
nated by Laurier but Thorpe stood
tall on all Hawks chances. Surpris-
ingly the five-minute overtime was,
for the most part controlled by
Windsor. The final shots were 52-
19 in favour of the Hawks. The
Hawks are next in action again
tomorrow night on the road against
Western. The game should decide
who will own first place for the
Christmas break.
These two wins make Laurier Western's biggest rival in the OUAA
Far West. pic: Ron Zeeman
Ottawa perfect in THL
ROB HUMS
Cord Sports
Detroit, last year's Mullin-Nesbitt
Cup final ists, seem to have bouneed
back from their early season slump
after routing a shorthanded
Anaheim squad 11 -0 in last week's
Tamiae Hockey League action.
Injuries to key players, including
captain Mike Ponic, has hurt the
veteran team, but Pat O'Leary,
Mike Foti and Morgan Goodwill,
among others, have stepped for-
ward to help lead Detroit to two
consecutive wins.
Against Anaheim, who had only
half oftheir roster available for this
game, Detroit scored early and of-
ten to take a 5-0 lead at the seven
minute mark of the first period and
never looked back. Former Barrie
Colt Mike Crawford posted the
shutout.
In other games last week, Ot-
tawa posted a close 4-3 victory
over Calgary. Tampa Bay edged
Quebec 3-1, while Toronto upset
second-place San Jose 4-1.
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Sixweeks into theTamiae Hockey
League regular season schedule,
Ottawaremains undefeated at 6-0-
0 and leads the league with 12
points. Tampa Bay has moved into
second place with a 4-2-0 record
and eight points, while San Jose
has dropped into third place with a
3-2-1 record and seven points.
Calgary rounds out the top four
teams with three wins and three
losses for six points.
Detroit (2-3-1), Quebec (1-2-
3) and Toronto (2-3-1) are involved
in athree-way logjam forfifth place
with five points each. Anaheim(o-
--2) remains in playoff contention
with two points.
The last games of the first half
of the regular season end this week-
end. The top four teams in the
league standings will move into
the Read Division and are all guar-
anteed a playoff berth. The other
four teams will form the McPhee
Division with only the top two
teams qualifying for the playoffs.
The basketball hawks played twice on the weekend and came awav with two tough losses. The Hawks
took on OUAA rival Laurentian and lost 92-73. Sean Roach led tne way for the Hawks scoring 23
points. The Hawks then took on Cedarville, Ohio on Saturday and lost 118-69.Again, Sean Roach
was WLU's top scorer with 1 9 points, while Peter Kratz had 17. pic: Rich Vollering
Hawks of
THEWEEK
Sean Roach—Basketball
Scan is the top scorer on the WLU
men's basketball team and this week-
end hesolidified his placethere.This
fourth year physical education stu-
dent from Woodstock had 42 points
in two games.
Sue Miller—Swimming
Sue had a great weekend in the pool
for the WLU swim team. She had
two firsts, a second and a third at the
U of T invitational. This Windsor
native is leading the women's swim
team to their best season in recent
memory.
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CFL epilogue
EVAN BAILEY
Cord Sports
Another wonderful CFLseason has
come to a memorable conclusion.
Yes, fumble-fest 1993 took place
in Calgary in front 0f50,000 rowdy
onlookers. One can't help but feel
that the CFL is still recording a
hearty pulse in the western prov-
inces. Perhaps in a couple years
after the teams in Ontario have
folded, the league will be renamed
to the West of Ontarion Football
League. It is evident that very few
people in Ontario give a damn,
which isn't muchofasurprisesince
all threeteamsareoverwhelmingly
crappy.
The Grey Cup named its new
owner, the Edmonton Eskimos,
who downed the Winnipeg Blue
Bombers by a 33-23 margin. The
first five minutes of the game saw
Edmonton grab an early lead of 17
pointswhcn Winnipeg appeared to
think that they were playing a com-
bination of wrestling and murder
ball. First, the Bombers seemed to
be throwing the ball to the Eskimo
players, resembling murder ball;
second, they were committing nu-
merous stupid offences, like in the
WWF except penalties are called,
costing a lot ofyardage in the proc-
ess.
Winnipeg seemed to cool down
later in the second quarter however
and managed to throw some points
on the board before half time as the
teams went to the dressing rooms
with the score 24-10. The half time
show was nothing short of pathetic,
making me embarrassed to be a
Canadian citizen. Evidently, the
TV channel was turned to the Hou-
ston - Pittsburg game which was
still close at this time.
The second halfsaw the Bomb-
ers gaining momentum as their
defence was continually stuffing
the Edmonton runninggame which
was used around twenty times more
than it should have been. Winni-
peg's offence also got the wheels
in motion, pulling the game close
before Edmonton booted a pile of
field goals to put the game out of
reach.
It was an eventful game, that
was filled with exciting moments.
Most of the excitement was cre-
ated by the many mistakes that
were committed but that's part of
the three down Canadian game
which forces teams to put the ball
in the air more often. The fate of
the CFL is uncertain but on Sunday
the Grey Cup lived up to the past
billing of being an entertaining af-
ternoon of football.
Successful weekend
for pool Hawks
GAVIN BAUER
Cord Sports
The men's and women's varsity
swim teams had a very "wet" week-
end. Friday both teams travelled to
Toronto for the U ofT Invitational
and competed against all the On-
tario universities as well as Laval
and McGill.
The women had an excellent
meet placing fourth overall on the
strength of performances from Sue
Miller—two firsts and a third—
and Laura King with two seconds.
In the face of stiff competition, the
men were not as successful but did
manage some personal bests.
On Saturday the stage was set
and the Hawks had victory on the
brain as they hosted a dual meet
against the Brock Badgers. It
proved to be another impressive
outing for the women, as they
trounced Brock 116-79. The men
were stopped short of beating the
Badgers, but contributed enough
for the season's first overall team
victory.
The Lady Hawks dominated
the field winning both relays and
all but one individual race. Sue
Millertops the list with three wins,
while Laura King, Sarah Pearse,
and Claire Miller each had two.
Melena Coe, Andrea Hillman, Lisa
Hyatt and Jen Dougall all posted
personal best times.
Top performers for the men
included Rob Carter—one first and
two seconds— while Jeff
Blackham, Trevor McGowan and
Gavin Bauer each grabbed a first
and second.
Swim coach Dean Boles was
very pleased and a much improved
swim team looks forward to the
remaining competitions in the new
year.
Volleyball men
crash those really
annoying Badgers
The men's varsity volleyball team beat the Brock Badgers 3 games
to two last Wednesday. pic: Eda Di Liso
SCOREBOARD
OUAA Hockey Far West
OUAA Volleyball West Division
OWIAA Volleyball West Division
OWIAA BASKETBALL - WEST DIVISION
CIAU Hockey Top Ten
1. Lethbriage Pronghorns
2. Acaaia Axemen
3. Calgary Dinosaurs
4. WESTERN MUSTANGS
5. UQTR PATRIOTES
6. St. Francis Xavier X-Men
7. LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS
8. Alberta Golden Bears
9. OTTAWA GEE GEES
10. Dalhousie Tigers
OWIAA ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: NANCY GYURCSIK
Team: WINDSOR LANCERS Basketball
Achievement: Average 21.5 points per game, 70% from the
free throw line and leads the OWIAA scoring race
OUAA ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: MITCH PROTEAU
Team: YORK UNIVERSITY Volleyball
Achievement: Recorded 45 kills, 27 digs, 11 stuff blocks and
4 service aces in three matches
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Team GP W L T Pts
WESTERN Mustangs 9 8 0 1 17
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 10 8 1 1 17
WATERLOO Warriors 10 4 4 2 10
WINDSOR Lancers 10 3 5 2 8
Team MP MW ML Pts
MCMASTER Marauders 6 l in
WESTERN Mustangs 6 t n
WATERLOO Warriors 5 4 fi
GUELPH Gryphons 5 2 3 4
BROCK Badgers 6 2 4 4
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 6 2 4 4
WINDSOR Lancers 6 0 6 0
Team MP MW ML Pts
WINDSOR Lancers 8 7 1 14
LAKEHEAD Nor'westers 6 5 1 10
WESTERN Mustangs 8 5 3 10
BROCK Badgers 6 4 2 8
GUELPH Gryphons 6 2 4 4
WATERLOO Athenas 6 2 4 4
MCMASTER Marauders 8 2 64
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 6 0 6 0
Team GP W L Pts
WINDSOR Lancers 2 2 0 4
BROCK Baagers 110 2
GUELPH Gryphons 110 2
WESTERN Mustangs 110 2
WATERLOO Athenas 3 1 2 2
MCMASTER Marauaers 1 0 1 0
LAURIER GOLDEN HAWKS 3 0 3 0
ARTS
/ARTS
Ravings of the Mad Poet
The Month Before Christmas
Twas the month before Christmas
And all through the town
Was the dregs of humanity
Gobbling down...
The bullshit that those
Like the capitalist pigs
Shove down all our throats
With their smiles ever big.
I walked into Zellers
And woke to the natter
Of Christmas in jazz
And the tinsel all glitter.
The stockings were hung
Over there in aisle two...
And BUY ME! signs flashed,
Blew me out the whazoo.
"On fashion, on glamour,
Grab all uour life's savings.
Get into the spirit!"
They blared out their ravings.
Look Mommu! There's Santa!
With his bottle of coke.
The meaning of Christmas
Is a crude, cruel joke.
Forever yours,
Tim Miller
FISHER SHEFFIELD'S EPILOGUE
by Terry Grogan
PART ELEVEN:
"CAROLYN GORE
SHAKES IT"
I paused for a moment. And
then I continued: "All of my
loosely connected escapades,
ephemeral successes, and
brushes with disaster are
fate...There is no spontaneity to
my life, so none of my experi-
ences ever harden me, or in any
measurable way change my
personality...l figure my life is
all just a set, pre-dctermined
course that I have to follow...it's
like I'm doomed."
"OK, OK, OK,
OK?....Fisher," Myra inter-
rupted me, pushing the hair out
of her eyes, "That's not
you...You're an icon. You're an
archetype. You're a
superhero...For some unex-
plained reason, you walk with
kings, and you lay with
princesses..Myou go, the entire
human struggle, mankind's
crawl from the muck to the
moon, will have been for noth-
ing."
"Even immortals die," I
looked at Myra and laughed.
"Whcnyow go," Myra whis-
pered, "the light on the galactic
TV screen will implode past the
Point ofNo Return, before blink-
ing out of existence altogether."
I just looked sadly down at
my girlfriend, and shook my
head, as she brushed the hair
out of her eyes again. Then 1
resumed my shadowboxing:
"Would it scare you if I admitted
that I want to be Batman?" I
asked Joyce, turning to her.
Then I looked back down at
Myra and Joyce, together at last.
And when I turned to face the
dance floor again, I just sighed:
"Please...support me in this...it's
just something I have to do."
"Hello, Tipper."
"Hello, Fisher."
"Hey, Al."
"Hey, Fisher," Vice-Presi-
dent Gore laughed, smiling.
I leaned over the Second
Family's table at the Tennessee
Ball, shaking hands with the
Gores and exchanging small talk.
Then I turned to Al's oldest
daughter — Karen-Anne?
Cassandra? I couldn't remember
her name — and asked her:
"Hey...Would you like to have a
dance?"
Caroline? Kayla? Gore —
thin, pretty, blonde, wearing a
pink and yellow flowered sun-
dress, and almost 19 — looked
up at me with wide-eyes, sur-
prised that I had come over and
spoken to her. I suspected that
she had a little crush on me, but
I couldn't help myself from in-
terrupting her just as she was
awkwardly gnawing at a wart on
her left thumb.
"Hey, what do you say? Do
you know how to tango?" I
laughed.
Embarrassed, color rising in
her cheeks, Katherine? Carrie?
Gore nervously looked over at
her parents for support...but A 1
and Tipper Gore were preoccu-
pied at the moment with the pup-
pet show up on the stage.
"Come on...don't leave me
hanging over here," I joked faux
self-consciously.
Carolyn (that had to be it!)
Gore somehow managed to stand
up, and offered me her soft white j
hand: "Uh-huh-uh-huh-uhr !
huh...OK," she finally acceptcd
my invitation to dance.
I As we walked over out onto 112
the dance floor, the Vice-PreSi- 112
dent of the United States of
America jokingly shouted at me: I
"Pishfn You betterhave her Sack#
here by midnightV' but .Carolyn
and I just turned around and
laughed, waving back to her ta-
ble as'we waded into the crowd.
Safely out of sight from the
Gores, 1 turned around, looking
back and f(Si4|h startirypfb search
for Sarah, but F couldn't find her,
dango?" I shouted up at' the
bandleader,
Ms. Gore.
j "Sure, he shouted
cjbwn at mfeUtad 4hen after a
brief pause, the band began to
kjckintoth.eß-526 GoodStuff.
Feeling cursed, I shouted:
"That's not a fandango, you mo-
Ron!" at the lead singer...and a
single tear started to run down
my left cheek.
Afteranotherbriefpause, the
band finally managed to get its
act together, and blast into Peter
Gabriel's "Sledgehammer".
Carolyn and I just looked at
one another, and I laughed, sigh-
ing: and that was all we needed to
break the ice, and start enjoying
the simple company of one an-
other, dancing.
"Uh-huh-uh-huh-uh-
huh...Why are you crying?"
Carolyn asked me, at the sight of
the tear sliding down my face to
drip off the edge of my perfectly
square, though lightly bearded,
chin.
"Ah, it's nothing," I made up
an explanation, "Bill Clinton was
just slapping me around back at
the Oval Office."
"Uh-huh-uh-huh-uh-
huh!...Well," Carolyn quickly
moved to change the subject,
smiling at me shyly, as the horns
came up in back, "Did I see you
yesterday at the flower shop? Did
you have something you wanted
to say to me?"
Carolyn Gore worked in a
flower shop in downtown Wash-
ington, D.C. "Nah," I said, lying,
"I justwanted to use your phone."
"Uh-huh-uh-huh-uh-
huh...There's a pay phone out in
the parking lot: you could have
used that."
The singer up on the stage:
"You could have a steam train,
if you just lay down your
tracks...You could have an
airplane, flying, if you bring
your blue sky back..."
Ms. Gore and I were danc-
ing like freaks, twisting and jerk-
ing around, sticking our hands
up in the sky and then pointing
them down at the floor, as I told
her: "Yeah, well, I'd just spent
my last quarter mailing a fan
letter to Lewis Carroll...You fig-
ure it out."
"Allyou do is call me, I'll be
anything you need..."
Carolyn and I were
accidently bumping up against
one another, spinning around
the floor, and I felt kind of un-
sure about the whole thing, be-
cause, after all, I was almost
three years older than her. In
fact, even my kid sister, Marie,
at 20 years of age, was older.
But then I thought, what the
hell?
"You could have a big dip-
per, rolling up and down, all
around the bends...You could
have a bumper car, bumping,
this amusement never ends..."
Carolyn was stomping up
and down, dancing like a go-
rilla, and giggling, when I leaned
in close with my shoulders and
sexily told her: "You know, you
dance like a freak.''''
"Uh-huh-uh-huh-uh-huh,"
she replied...and then just started
howling with laughter.
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Rule for life: Always
buy two of everything
because you never know when
you'll fall in love with someone
and want to give them one too.
m Kathleen Honeyr i i >
Tree Haiku
lovely ywaytiagp
yoahLYuy nwiUght with
tn&Cr leaver
tKeyv tKey gpet" cut" down/
Matt" S&gUAsVV
FISH AND CHIPS
The man Cay on his bedof death, his grey heardand Cong hair wet m
with sweat. The duCCpain in his chestjpissedhim off. The white coat smiled 1
andpatted the mans handas he thought "I
bet there wiCC be a Cine up tonight, and it's fish and chips
too". The machine connected to the man blipped on an on. The man said
weakCy, "I've workedmy guts out aCCmy Cife, I've hadtwo wives,
brought my wife and daughter to this Cand, got a goodjob, bought
a dump of a house which took aCCmy money, andat the end haveacheivednothing". The white coat smiCedandpatted the the mans hand.
"I hope he 's
not going to take aCC night," he thought, "I can taste those fish
ana chips now..."The man said, I've never beenfree ofpain. I hardly see
my
,r ,daughter any more _ she's doing her own thing, and the wife just
kniis andchanges thefurniture aroundevery (needing day .The white coatsmiCedandpatted the mans hand. "Christ", he
thought, "now we've got a bCeedirta saga going on, the soddin line
wiCCbe out the canteen door now".The mansaia, I'm gone no one will
ever know I was on this tearth anda week after my mates wiCCsay 'Do you remember old
what s his name?"'The white coat smiCe andpattedhis handandthought,
T'CC
remember you sod, especiaCCy if the fish andchips are aCCgone . I wonderwhat it's alCbeen for/" the man said "Maybe I shouCd
have croakedit thefirst time when they cut me".The white coat smiled andpattedhis hand, "you're right, you
oCdsod," he thought, Cookeaat his watch andswitched off themachine whichflat linedimmediateCy. /As he waCkedout the room he looked
back at the dying man,
smiCed, and thought, "I bet the fish andchips taste like rats I
shit now". #
yVard X-
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Date Rape on theLaurier campus
ALEX MOISEEV
Cord Features
WLU has long been considered to be a "safe" cam-
pus. However, there is alarming evidence to the
contrary. In 1989, psychology student Judith Gould
surveyed 234 WLU students (119 female, 115 male)
in order to study date-rape. The study itself is not to
be generalized over the entire WLU population, but
nonetheless, it paints a disturbing picture.
Gould asked the women surveyed: "Have you
ever experienced any form of
sexual aggression (from un-
wanted necking to unwanted
sexual intercourse) clearly sexu-
}
ally oriented and clearly against
your will and without your con-
sent." Of the respondents, 52 percent
of the women indicated that they had
been a victim of unwanted sexual ag-
gression, while 12 percent ofthe males
admitted that they had sexually as-
saulted women.
Of the women who experienced
unwanted sexual aggression, 40 per-
cent said they had known the man for
over one year. Of the men who had sexu-
ally assaulted women, 46 percent said that
they knew their victim for over one year. This
indicates that many of the women Gould surveyed
already knew the man who assaulted them.
Only 6 percent of the women who were assaulted
identified this as rape. Gould indicated that between
one and five percent of the incidents of sexual assault
arc ever reported to the authorities. When ques-
tioned, only five per cent of women said that they
would report this to an authority.
When questioned about causes, those surveyed
revealed three disturbing points. First, 68 percent of
females and 50 percent of males indicated that drugs
and/or alcohol played a role in the assault. Also, 28
percent of females who were assaulted believed that
they provoked the assault, and nearly 55 percent of
men who had assaulted women also believed that the
assault was provoked by the woman. Finally, when
asked: "When a woman says no to going further, how
often do you think she means maybe," 38 percent of
women and 47 percent of men believed that this
happened often.
Gould, who has now been studying this issue for
six years and recently created acurriculum for the
Halton Board of Education regarding gen-
der and sexual education offered her
views about unwanted sexual aggres-
sion or date rape. These sorts of
assaults can and do arise from
miscommunication between part-
ners as well as through the perpet-
uation of certain myths. Among
these are the myth that men are
sexually insatiable and women
must act as a "gatekeeper," thus
permitting or denying men sex.
Also, she attacked that myth that
women cannot be sexual initia-
tors, because they fear being labelled "loose."
The keys to an issue such as this are awareness and
communication. It is important for people to be aware
of what constitutes unwanted sexual aggression. The
problem is best solved through communication be-
tween partners. At WLU, where we have always felt
safe, studies such as Gould's should be an eye-opener,
hopefully shaking us from our apathy.
Dealingwith daterape-putting the blame whereblame is due
KATHY CAWSEY
Cord features
"1 think that in his viewpoint...he
thought this was right, this was
what should be happening and [1]
might be saying v no' but that's
because [I] was afraid."
Last year, I interviewed a
friend for an article on date rape.
She was one of the friendliest peo-
ple I know - always laughing and
loving life - and I was shocked
when I discovered she was still
trying to deal with a date rape that
had happened four years previ-
ously. That interview affected me
more than any interview I've ever
done. I came away from it with a
new recognition of the threat that
all women and some men face,
and a realization of how carefree
my own life has been.
I'd read the statistics. Frank-
ly, they're frightening. StatsCan
has recently published figures that
are scarier than ever. Violence
against women has become the
norm-51 percent of women have
been physically or sexually as-
saulted. Forty five per cent of
women have been assaulted by a
man they knew - believe it or not,
it's much more dangerous going
on a date than going for a walk
alone at night.
Assault was defined as forc-
ing, or attempting to force the
woman into any sexual activity,
touching the woman against her
will in any sexual way; inflicting
physical violence from hitting,
kicking, slapping to beating or
knifing; and being threatened with
physical harm.
In a 1989 study, 57% of all
rapes took place on dates.
But the statistics pale when you
speak to someone who has been
raped. My friend spoke of her
vulnerability at the time, her need
for her boyfriend even though he
was assaulting her, and her self-
blame for the rapes. "I kept saying
there'ssomethingwrongwith me,"
she said. "I felt that 1 must have
done something to make him feel
that [sex] was okay to do and al-
though he didn't listen to me. 1
thought that maybe 1 was saying
something to him that he didn't
agree with, something that he mis-
understood or maybe I was leading
him on in some way."
It's often not only the victim
who blames herself. One of the
most insidious myths in our socie-
ty is that the victim is to blame for
a rape - especially a date rape. I
even catch myself thinking "that
girl's asking for it" when I see
someone dressed in revealing
clothes, or blame a woman who
gets raped after having too much
to drink. Whenever I think this,
however, I remind myself of an-
other friend of mine.
This girl had been at a party,
and she had sex with a guy she
met. She said it wasn't rape, but I
thought her description sounded
like rape (statistically, 73% of
women who are legal rape victims
do not think of themselves as hav-
ing been sexually assaulted).
When she finally got up the cour-
age to tell her mother what had
happened, her mother called her a
'slut'and a'whore'. Sheendedup
at my house in tears, vowing never
to return home.
Unfortunately, society seems
to blame the victim rather than the
aggressor in sexual crimes. Wom-
en who are date-raped are often
asked why they didn't do some-
thing - but one would never think
of blaming someone who was
robbed because s/he couldn't stop
it.
This blaming-the-victim
judgement of society means that
the majority of assaults go unre-
ported and unpunished. In the
StatsCan survey, only 14 per cent
of the incidents (these include knif-
ing and beating) were reported to
the police. Only 9 per cent of the
women went to a social service
agency for help.
Women of university age(lB-
- were more than twice as likely
to report violence to the StatsCan
surveyers than older women. It's
terrifying to think that half of the
women I know have been or will
be assaulted physically or sexu-
ally by a man they know. Think of
it this way- every woman in resi-
dence with her bed on the left-
hand side of the room will be as-
saulted.
I saw a poster the other day
that read, "Just which part of'no'
did you not understand?" I have
the right to decide what happens to
my body - and that's at any point
and any time. And that means I
can say no at any time, even after
I've said yes. Everyone - guy or
girl - has the right to change his/
her mind, to make his/her own
decisions, and to protect his/her
own body.
"I said no," my friend told me,
"...and he didn't listen."
Sources: The Globe and Mail,
Nov. 9, 1993; I Never Called it
Rape, by Robin Warshaw; the K-
W Record.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION HEALTH SERVICES acquaintance, go on a For Men
OR IN THE CASE EX 2146 group or double date
CLEAR COMMUN/CA-
OF AN EMERGENCY; YOU COUNSELLING SERVICES "before going out, exam- T/ON IS VITAL!!
MAY CALL: EX 2338 ine your feelings about sex
savTA. *if you are getting a
POLICE CAMPUS SECURITY * set yOUr sexual limits be- double message from
653-7700 EX fore you get into the situa- a woman speak up and
EMERGENCY KW CRISIS CENTRE tonwheresuch limits might clarify what she wants
911 741-8633 De testea , do not assume you
rruntNT'S iMiau vwunmrAi
* do not 9 ive mixed mes" both want the same
%*«???/ sages; be clear; say yes' degree of intimacySH-1360 742-3611 w^en you mean e* *nd
mmtNTX urip iine 'no'when you mean no *communicate youroo? |25» sexual desires honestly884-PEER
nATIKir tidc *remember that when you and as early as possible
oi/iroiTD/j/
L/ \l liMvi I fll 5 say'no', you are saying no
aalxMftt c«r\«AmaH to an activity or suggestion, *it's never OK to forceWo en not tQ 0 persQn Qf a fe(a _ yourself on your part-
DEAN OFSTUDENTS CLEAR COMMUNICATION tionshlP ner
884-1970 EX 3319 IS VITAL!! *be firmabout whatyou do *think about what you
. and do not want; your part- want out of the rela-independent and ner is unable to read you tionship before you get
EX 4444 aware on your dates, have m jncj into a situation where
student LIFE CO- °P'™
o'']S on where to go these decisions need toaIwNATOP EX 3784 and what t0 do its never OK to force your- be knownORUINATOk e* J/** self on your partner
*ifyou are unsure ofa new
Moral outrage at NB prof
LIBBI HOOD
Cord features
ALEX MOISEEV
Cord Features
Matin Yaqzan is a professor at the
University of New Brunswick. He
is the professor who wrote the
article suggesting that date rape is
a natural occurrence; and he makes
me sick.
Yaqzan suggests that by the
age of 17, regular sexual inter-
course is a necessity for boys. Ob-
viously that is not true in every
case. For the boys who believe
that it is true, if they cannot find a
loving relationship with consentual
sex, then they should use their
own two hands. Rape is not an
option.
Or it shouldn't be an option in
adcccnt world. People like Yaqzan
who spread their insane ideas are a
threat to decency, and to women
everywhere. Date rape is not a
natural cure for a teenage boy's
erection, and Yaqzan shouldn't be
allowed to use his position of au-
thority as a professor to argue that
it is.
Yaqzan believes that rape is a
terrifying prospect only for virtu-
ous women who believe that pre-
marital sex is a sin. He also be-
lieves that promiscuous women
who arc raped should demand
monetary compensation instead of
expressing moral outrage.
These notions infuriate me be-
cause any kind ofrape is a violent
crime which is terrifying to any
person. Yaqzan would be pretty
terrified himself but probably
doesn't consider himself a possi-
ble rape victim. Money would not
take away the scars if he was vio-
lated by an angry mob with a
broomstick.
There are many men who
continue to think like Matin
Yaqzan, probably more than I want
to know about. The fact that an
'educated' man such as Yaqzan
continues to live in the darkages of
male/female relations is particu-
larly frightening.
But the fact remains, it is not
more terrifying than the prospect
of my body, my whole person,
being violated by some boy or man
who believes that he has the right.
The only danger that I have ever seen in freedom
of speech is that some people willingly accept views
which are without any semblance of reason. The
controversy surrounding Matin Yaqzan's article on
date rape has done nothing to dispel my fears. I fear
that the issue of date rape has been clouded by the
issue of Yaqzan's right to express
suchaview. I also fearthatsome will
view this as a justification for date
rape.
The foundation upon which
Yaqzan rests his views are question-
able at best. The language which he
uses to describe date rape is offen-
sive at least.
According to Yaqzan, the na-
ture of men lies in their sex drive which preoccupies
all thoughts of all men. The motive for daterape, then,
is the lack of control of the male sex drive This myth,
like all stereotypes, exacerbates the fears of our
society, evoking images of a drooling Jack Tripper
chasing women around his apartment from the old
sitcom Three's Company. Both the image of Jack
Tripper combined with Yaqzan's pronouncement on
male sexuality suggest a distortion.
This distortion becomes apparent when Yaqzan
describes the effects of date rape on women. To
Yaqzan, "It is obvious that a girl who has had sexual
intercourse with a large number of boys would not
suffer as a result of an unwanted sexual encounter to
the same degree as a girl for whom it might be the first
sexual experience." The promiscuous women, he
suggests should not cry rape, when in fact date rape
has occurred. He further belittles date rape by refer-
Rape is rape,
whether it be by a
stranger or
someone you
know
ring to it as an "inconvenience" or the "dislike of a
particular encounter in their endless sexual experi-
ence."
Is this a distortion in society or justwithin Yaqzan
himself? Date rape is the most gross violation of trust
between two people that one can imagine. It is also an
astonishing reminder of the lack of communication.
The recent report on violence against women by
Stats Canada indicates that women
are twice as likely to be assaulted by
someone they know and eight per-
cent of women are likely to be sexu-
ally assaulted by theirown husbands.
Judith Gould's study of date rape at
WLU paints an equally disturbing
picture. Halfof the women surveyed
by her indicated that they had been
sexually assaulted and of those, 40
percent had known their attacker for over one year.
How can we reconcile Yaqzan's attitudes toward
date rape with the actual statistics? At the very least,
these statistics indicate that women are routinely
violated by the men that they are supposed to trust.
The key to Yaqzan's argument is the fact that he
attempts to differentiate between rape and date rape.
In his view, rape is an outrage, date rape is an
inconvenience, especially to promiscuous women.
What does Yaqzan propose? That we routinely as-
sume the promiscuous victim is guilty of provoking
her own rape?
Rape is rape, whether it be by a stranger or by
someone who is familiar. Rape of any woman or man
is still rape whether the person is promiscuous or a
virgin. We ought to raise awareness and communicate
rather that throw up our hands and blame relaxed
morals and the male sex drive as Yaqzan has done.
University ofNewBrunswickprofessor's comments onrape
The following article and
the opinions expressed are
not endorsed by The Cord,
its editorialstaff, or its pub-
lishers. The article was
originally run on Novem-
ber 5, 1993 in The
Brunswickian, UNB, and
caused national contro-
versy. The decision to run
thisarticle was made so that
everyone can read it in full,
and then define their own
opinions based on all ofthe
relevant information.
Please take into account,
some ofthe content may of-
fend some readers.
MATIN YAQZAN
Assistant Professor,
department of Mathematics
& Statistics at University of
New Brunswick
Language changes with time:
new words come into usage;
some words acquire new mean-
ings, and some become obso-
lete. While the dictionaries try to
fix the meaning of words, they
are only partially successful.
Rape is one of the words, which
seems to have changed its mean-
ing, because of the revolution
that has taken place during the
last 30-40 years in the realm of
human sexuality.
For the vast majority of the
individuals who have been on
the planet earth for less than thir-
ty years, it is difficulty to visual-
ize the trauma, the suffering and
the pain associated with the word
rape, not only for the victim, but
her parents, relatives and even
acquaintances and strangers. No
doubt, unwanted sexual inter-
course did take place in the past,
but it was rare enough to arouse
very strong emotions and passions.
It was far cry from the routine date
rape of today. One can ask the
question why?
The main reasons for the
change in attitude towards sexual
intercourse have been the intro-
duction of the pill in the late fifties
and the teaching and preaching of
those who believed that pre-mari-
tal sex would improve the quality
of married life, and the consequent
decline of the traditional religious
values of sanctity of sex and vir-
ginity.There are other reasons that
are economic and cultural in na-
ture. Forexample,thegovernments
in the non-communistic world,
were not supposed to be directly
responsible for the well being of
the children in a family. There was
no concept of community respon-
sibility for bringing up the chil-
dren of a mother without a hus-
band. There were no single par-
ents, except in the case of a wid-
owed mother or a widower hus-
band. A child born out of wedlock
was frowned upon as a bastard, a
word that is still used to express
ones disgust and distaste.
The Canadian Federation of
Students, in its publication The
Student Advocate, of September
1993, that 1 read only October 23,
published an article entitled Rec-
ognizing Date Rape When It Hap-
pens, written by Laura Penny. She
describes two specific scenarios in
which a boy is attracted to a girl
reacts in a fashion that implies she
likes him too; they both drink and
dance, the boy takes her out of the
dance hall, invites her to his apart-
ment or room to which the girl
agrees. However, she does not like
the sexual intercourse that he sub-
jects her to, and this is called date
rape.
Perhaps it should be mentioned
that the human nature, in particu-
lar, the males drive for sex, has not
changed during the last few thou-
sand years. There is a distinct dif-
ference between the roles that
males and females play in the proc-
ess of procreation. The males ag-
gressiveness is not a result of some
social conditioning of a particular
society. A young boy and a young
girl were chaperoned in the past
for the obvious reason that a boy
could not be expected to be a mas-
ter of his sexual impulses, the cus-
tom among the civilized peoples
to keep most of the female body
undercover, was to avoid unwant-
ed male attraction. The use of the
veil among Muslim women was
While no amount of education or legal pronouncements
would change the male nature, it would help, if, beside being
provided with condoms, the boys were also taught that the
sexual needs of girls are very different from their own.
initiated for similar considerations;
it was not a plot to subjugate wom-
en.
The strong sexual attraction
of the male towards the female is a
fact of nature, and cannot be elim-
inated or modified without pro-
viding adequate reasons and creat-
ing circumstances conductive to
postponement of the sexual act.
The sanctity ofsex, orsexual inter-
course, was enshrined in the past,
almost universally, in some form
of a marriage ceremony, and the
male had to make a life-long com-
mitment to the female to satisfy his
sexual needs. The concept of a
family, and the permanent bond-
age of the male to the female,
helped bring up the children, that
she could not do very well on her
own. Times have changed. Today
the children are permitted to have
sexual intercourse without any stig-
ma attached to it. There is no con-
cept of waiting until marriage. The
only concern is to avoid disease,
and therefore, the society is will-
ing to provide condoms in schools.
For such boys, by the time they
reach the age of 17 or 18 years,
regular sexual intercourse must
become a necessity. For those en-
tering a university, the co-ed resi-
dences may be helpful, but they do
not provide an opportunity for sex-
ual gratification for all the male
students, and therefore the reason
and the need for the so called date-
rape. It is obvious that a girl who
has had sexual intercourse with a
large number of boys, would not
suffer as a result of an unwanted
sexual encounter to the same de-
gree as a girl from whom it might
be the first sexual experience. True,
she might not be in a mood, or
might find the act less than satisfy-
ing, but it would have to be far less
traumatic than for a girl in the past
who was a virgin. Todays girl has
the added security that an abor-
tionist would be only too glad to
relieve her of any undesired preg-
nancy, without a sense of guilt on
the part of either. This is in sharp
contrast to what a girl had to face
in the past: loss of virginity and
thereforea disqualification ofmar-
riage, coupled with the fearof preg-
nancy, and a life-long sense of
shame and guilt.
For the girls who believe in
the traditional religions, and con-
sider any sexual intercourse out-
side the marriage a serious sin, to
be punished by their God, rape
must remain a terrifying pros-
pect. Therefore, the girls who
use the word rape to describe
their dislike of a particular en-
counter in their endless sexual
experiences, do a disservice to
those who abide by the old tradi-
tions.
While no amount of educa-
tion or legal pronouncements
would change the male nature, it
would help, if, beside being pro-
vided with condoms, the boys
were also taught that the sexual
needs of girls are very different
from their own. Of course, the
girls should be taught that while
hugging and kissing might be
pleasant and adequate experienc-
es for them, they are simply a
prelude to sexual intercourse for
the boys, and cannot be carried
on indefinitely. When a boy in-
vites a girl to his bedroom, espe-
cially after meeting her for the
first time, she should consider it
as an invitation for sexual inter-
course. And, if a promiscuous
girl becomes a victim of an un-
wanted sexual experience, it
would be more reasonable for
her to demand some monetary
compensation for her inconven-
ience or discomfort, rather than
express moral outrage, or try to
arouse emotional response in oth-
ers of the kind that the word rape
evoked in yesteryears.
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Entertainment
GETTING ENOUGH HEAD
DAVE SCOTT
Cord Entertainment
As concerts go this was a good one. Three talented hands
squeezed into one hot and sweaty Concert Hall.
Magnapop kicked off the evening with some intensely
appealing fast paced ditty's, which had the body surfers going
right from the start.
Next up were Redd Kross: lanky, lovable and
h&nipurous. The best line of the evening was when the
lead singer suggested "let's all get naked and go to
Tim Hortons." Given the temperature in the hall,
this wasn't too unreasonable a proposal. How
could you not like a band that have a nice big
glossy photo of Boy George on their bass
drum? Redd Kross resemble flower children
with good hair cuts, and the positive music
they offered had enough of an edge to it to
be credible
Shortly after ten o'clock Evan Dando
and associates sauntered shyly onstage
and the crowd definitely did go wild.
Not quite Bcatlemania, but the bounc-
ers down front had their hands full
catching flying teens throughout
the set. Lemon heads played a com-
bination of old and new. with about half the
material coming from their latest album
"Come On FcclThc Lemon heads." They did
"It's a Shame About Ray", but "Mrs.
Robinson" was now here to be found. Appar-
ently releasing the cheesy old cover was the
record company's idea, and the band are not
0
interested in doing it live. The live version of
the new single. "Into Your Arms" was per-
. formed quite powerfully.
Lemonheads live show had an overall
more aggressi\e feel to it. although the mu-
sic was still the same acccssiblc alternative
pop that we know and love.
For a couple of songs mid-set.
drummerand bass player exited stage
right, and Evan avee guitar did a
couple of solo songs, which he
delivered with enough coy-
ness to enthrall the ador-
ing masses.
Overall, a mem-
orable. positive
show at a great
venue.
HAVING A MERRY XMAS
GREG SLOAN
Cord Entertainment
Christmas is coming, the goose is
getting fat...well, I'm glad at least
someone is eatingright. That steady
diet of hamburgers and bacon
seemed great back in September,
but I don't think grease is sup-
posed to be one of the four major
food groups. I can't wait to get
these examsoverwith and go home
to enjoy my mom's home made
Christmas feast. I don't care if
gravy is just fat and blood, I'm
going to pour it over everything.
MMMM...
Anyway, the great food is only
one ofthe advantages ofthe Christ-
mas season. It has always been one
of my favourite times of the year,
so I'll let you in some of the ways
you can make this Christmas one
to remember.
First of all, it's fun to slip out
to the country, sneak onto some
farm, let the air out of the tires on
the big John Deer, dress the live-
stock up in women's clothing, and
then...wait a minute, wrong holi-
day. By the way, that gunshot
wound from Hallowe'en is heal-
ing up just nicely.
Okay, now one of the most
important elements of the holiday
is the Christmas tree. You could
buy one of those artificial
sets which can last about a
hundred years and already
looks like it has when you pull
it out of the box. It is environ-
mental, it doesn't drop pine
needles everywhere and it isn't
a fire hazard like the real ever-
greens are. Well, maybe it's
just me, but what's the fun in
this? Get yourself a real tree and
be politically incorrect at least
once this year.
You could get a good tree at
one of those expensive Christmas
tree farms, but then you don't have
any money left for decent orna-
ments and you have to settle for
about thirty popcorn strings and
littie reindeer made out of pipe
cleaners. You could go to some-
body'sfarm and start cutting down
one of the trees from the back 40,
but then you're likely to get a nice
gaping flesh wound from my
friend farmer Bob when he
catches you.
So I guess you just have to
buckle down and do the right
thing...call up mom and dad
and tell them you need money
for groceries. They can't resist
that one. Now you should be
able to get a huge tree and all the
garland you can find.
So now you have your tree all
decorated and it's sitting in your
living room. Still don't feel that
Christmas spirit? Turn on theT.V.
Somewhere on the old tube some-
body will be showing a Christmas
special which puts it all in perspec-
tive. I'm not talking about Perry
Como (though he does wear some
nice sweaters). I mean the shows
which get to the heart of Christ-
mas: Frosty, Rudolph, and my fa-
vourite, the Grinch Who Stole
Christmas.
Now this show is something
special. I mean, I want to wipe out
those little geeks in Whovillejust
as much as the Grinch. Pour some
lighter fluid on them, and
then...well, it's not pretty. Yet by
the end of the show 1, like the
Grinch, always end up repenting
and feeling sorry for those little
guys. I'm left in a weakened emo-
tional state as I discover the real
meaning of Christmas. If they de-
cide to show the Peanuts special
next, lookout, because it's all over.
Poor Charlie Brown.
So I'm eagerly waiting for
Christmas to come and J hope eve-
ryone has an enjoyable and safe
holiday. When your exams are
bogging you down, just remember
that in a few days you will be
getting all underwear and socks
you could ever possibly need.
Thanks grandma!
PAT AT PHILS
DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Entertainment
For most people Sunday is usually
recognized as a day to rest and
recover (usually from the past Sat-
urday night). After either recuper-
ating over the course of the day or
diligently workingon some intense
scholastic endeavour many indi-
viduals huddle in front of the oP
cathode tube to catch an episode of
Sea Quest DSV or Lois and Clark
to entertain themselves.
Amazingly enough, the week-
end entertainment scene doesn't
grind to a halt shortly after mid-
night the night before as so many
may have presumed. If one gazes
across King Street they'll see that
Phil's Grandson's Place still radi-
ates with a gleam of life. Don't be
fooled. It's not late night Molly
Maids working to the max.
Yes, Phil's is still going strong
with Sunday night live entertain-
ment. Much like their Wednesday
night lineups Phil's hosts some re-
ally fantastic artists. The only gen-
uine difference is the show begins
quite a bit earlier. I guess they want
the students in bed at a reasonable
hour so we're up bright and early
forthose Monday morningclasses.
Last Sunday Phil's presented
the musical talents of Patty Larkin.
This was the contemporary folk
artist's concert debut in Waterloo.
She's promoting her latest release,
Angels Running though BMG
Music in Canada. Her perform-
ance was phenomenal to say the
least. Accompanied only by her
acoustic guitar, which she treated
like an old friend, she saturated the
entire room with warming melo-
dies and entrancing vocals. Magi-
cally Phil's became cozy, almost
intimate.
Her captivating voice enticed
the modest audience with lyrics
which could have only been aroused
from the heart. The dance of her
vivacious fingers breathed life into
the guitar as the metal strings reso-
nated across it's wooden form.
From smooth strumming to brisk
plucking the instrument was en-
dowed with it's own compassion
and emotion adding to the soulful
dimension of her performance.
With a blend ofsongs from her
current release combined with
many from past albums Larkin fur-
nished the audience with a wide
variety of pieces ranging from sen-
sitive melodies to humorous, pa-
rodical numbers poking fun at life
in general. Patty demonstrated the
dynamic range of her voice in a
song titled, "The Mall". Here she
emulated the voices of Ethal
Merman and Marlena Dietrich
while integrating her own voice
between the two. Other great songs
such as, "Dave's Vacation" (a per-
sonal favourite of mine) and "Vid-
eo" illustrated just how versatile
and easy going this artist can be
while performing.
Larkin's own humorous anec-
dotes and charming wit added to
the already comforting atmos-
phere her music had created. Her
casual performance style com-
bined with the extraordinary in-
strumental and vocal talents made
for a spectacular evening. Not on ly
was I overwhelmed by the music
itself, but also the wonderful wom-
an behind those moving and soul-
ful tunes.
So, the next time you have an
urge to see live entertainment or
Sea Quest DSV turns out to be a
re-run just head over to Phil's.
The weekend's longer than you
may imagine.
VIDEOroundup
SCOTT McKAY
Cord Entertainment
As the South Pacific wind blows
in your face you fire three more
rounds of sixteen inch artillery
over an American ships's bow
narrowly missing.
Task Force, Microprose's
naval simulation, provides a
unique situation which allows the
player to blast away at either
American or Japanese ships (po-
litically correct I guess?). The
setting is during World War 11.
Many ships are available from
which you can blast away but be
fore warned! The blasting away
may not be your own.
At first I thought I was sink-
ing frequently due to my inexpe-
rience with the game. But as 1
worked on the game, playing sev-
eral types of pre-made missions
and some of my own, I found
myselfstill sinkingfrequentiy. An
intensive study of naval battle tac-
tics was required and the infor-
mation was found within one of
the manuals provided.
Eventually I was able to have
some success in ruining someone
else's day which made the game
play very worth while.
The graphics are fairly good.
While peering out the gun direc-
tors view slot you can see the
flames from your guns which is
kind of neat. Furthermore, there
is outside ship views, torpedo
operator views, and a map which
can be zoomed on.
Sound cards are fully sup-
ported and provide a nice compli-
ment to the game. Gun fire, ex-
plosions and splashes fill the back-
ground as you head toward a wa-
tery grave. Yeah!
The game is not a pig as far as
requirements are concerned. 2
meg RAM minimum, 8 meg on
the harddrive,relatively littlecom-
pared to the requirements ofmany
games now-a-days.
The only problem with this
game is the difficulty in loading
it. However, any problems that
happen can be solved by reading
the README.TXTfiIe provided
on Disk one. In other words, read
the file first.
The game is worth check-
ing out if naval games are your
bagand you donot mind drown-
ing in your lessons. It can be
rented down University Ave
towards Weber at Jumbo Soft-
ware which is behind Tim
Horton's. NOTE: Forall lovers
of Castle Wolfenstein or The
Terminator movies should be
aware that a game has arrived
which brings the two together.
The game, Rampage, is sup-
posed to be very hot and sells
for $68.00. It is also available at
Jumbo.
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WILLIAMS: DRAG QUEEN
KIM HURLEY
Cord Entertainment
Mrs. Doubtfire is a MUST SEE flick. It showed a
great deal of talent by the stars Robin Williams and
Sally Field. People may say that this movie is similar
to Tootsie; however it was more extravagent, unusu-
ally realistic and had a broad outlook on the content
and context of the plot. The role of Dad played by
Robin Williams was also the role of Mrs. Doubtfire.
His motivation for the role seemed to be well estab-
lished considering the fact that his multiple tasks
were quite challenging.
Dad (Robin Williams) tries to do everything he
can to remain in close contact with his children after
a sudden break up. He proceeds to turn to the most
extreme alternative by applying for a housekeeping
position for his children that his ex-wife has request-
ed. He has unfortunately been taken away from his
children he loves and because of this he sacrifices his
dignity for love. When they say that love makes you
do crazy things they aren't kidding!
Williams plays Dad and Mrs. Doubtfire, two
very different personalities and lifestyles contained
in the same fun loving and devoted father figure. He
couldn't bare to be without his children so he
suffered the consequences of becoming a woman in
order to be with his kids, in which he was originally
only allowed supervised visits with.
Throughout this role Williams isconfident about
his role(s). There are several different qualities
about this Dad that tells a good story and teaches a
valuable lesson to everyone!
Sally Field plays the role of a reliable career
woman and responsible mother. She is overwhelmed
by Mrs. Doubtfire's performance. She becomes quite
close to Mrs. Doubtfire and as her children grow
closer to Mrs. Doubtfire the plot begins to unravel.
Mrs. Doubtfire is a very humourous and well
rounded movie. I would definitely give it two thumbs
up. The actors and actresses seemed to fit theirroles
well and enjoy what thery were doing. Mrs. Doubtfire
appears to be related to a true story; whether or not it
is I don't know. What I do know is that people will go
to any extents and do crazy things when love is
involved. When something is so precious to your
heart people may surprise themselves sometimes about
exactly how far they will go.
The moral of the story is exactly that; how a
family can survive, have fun and still love each other
regardless of its problems. Robin Williams makes the
movie hilarious and extremely funny. His enthusiasm
is well expressed through his roles which adds to his
characterand theoverall impression ofthe movie. He
makes everyone laugh and his crazy lifestyle as Mrs.
Doubtfire seemed to suit him well. He is very talented
and seems to challenge himself with various types of
roles. I don't think that anyone would have fit the role
better; he was so funny yet sincere at the same time.
If you like to laugh then you will love Mrs.
Doubtfire, and the movie too. Don't wait until Robin
William appears in a flick that you think may be more
YOU, because this movie may surprise you.
SEE SPOT SING, SEE SPOT CRASH, SEE FANS PUKE
SELENE MacLEOD
Cord Entertainment
-1 don't quite know what to think of
See Spot Run. When I volunteered
to review Traces, the Montreal-
based band's debut EP, I didn't
quite know what to expect. 1 still
haven't decided.
Looking at the four cuter-than-
cute guys in the press photo, I
groaned inwardly—teeny pop has
never really interested me...OK,
maybe for fifteen minutes when I
was twelve. The hyped-up, vague
bio (the only thing about it that
impressed me was its lack ofexcla-
mation points) did nothing to
change my first impression. Over-
all, my original judgement was pret-
ty much correct. Produced by Gary
Moffet of April Wine fame, Trac-
es is almost a pop textbook.
The airy keyboards, catchy
melodies, guitar solos, and smooth
harmonies are tailor-made for ra-
dio and big arenas. Lyrically, too,
the band is nothing special—for-
mulaic boy-meets-girl stories or
simple social statements ("Saw the
writing on the wall/The world was
headed for a fall") will be easily
understood by any fourteen-year-
old. One can almost forgive the
band fpr not enclosing the lyrics;
and with song titles like "Love
Goes On," are they necessary?
However, through all its "thor-
oughly professional" sound, See
Spot Run seems to be lacking some-
thing. Shawn Davis and Randy
Bowen on guitars/vocals, Bruce
McQueen on drums, and Chris
Brodbeck on bass/vocals deliver
seamless, easy-flowing tunes, but
they seem to be holding back.
Sometimes, the band shows a ma-
turity that belies their teeny-bopper
image, especially in Brodbeck's
vocals; he sounds like a post-Zep-
pelin Robert Plant much of the
time. Musically the band shows
glimpses of something more than
they're hyped to be. It's not some-
thing 1 can exactly place, a guitar
lick here, a drum fill there, but
there is a little more—unfortunate-
ly, it's just a little.
Maybe See Spot Run will de-
cide what direction they wish to
take (but then, after five years of
opening for some of the biggest
names in Canadian music, that hard-
ly seems likely). Until then, save
this for the teeny boppers.
WITTGENSTEIN: FINE
STEFANIE TRUDEAU
Cord Entertainment
Derek Jarman's "Wittgenstein",
which played at the Princess Cine-
mathispast weekend, was interest-
ing. It was described in the Prin-
cess Film Guideas, "...a humourous
portrait of one of this century's
most influenial philosophers..."
who, of coursc was Ludwig
Wittgenstein and that quote just
about sums up the plot.
The entire film is like a play
that has been video taped. Bright
primary colours are used to dress
the players who constantly appear
in short sccnes against a black back-
ground and becausc of this, the
film is quite visually stimulating.
The simplicity of the set and the
costumes also make it easy to focus
on thccharactcrs, especially
Wittgenstein himself, and the many
intriguingtheories and ideas that
come from his philosophical mind.
There are many unique char-
acters who range from normal to
exotic to bizarre and each actor
gave an equally talented perform-
ance except for Karl Johnson whose
portrayal of an adult Wittgenstein
was remarkable. The product as a
whole was a clever way to inform
those interested of the life, times,
and hardships of this philosopher;
however, I wouldn't recommend
this film to everyone.
If you frequent the Princess
Cinema, then you'll probably want
to see Wittgenstein if it ever ap-
pears here again. If you are philos-
ophy oriented, or even if philoso-
phy only slightly appeals to you,
then this film will give you some
intriguing food for thought. Don't
go out of your way to see this film
if action, or movies requiring min-
imal concentration are your thing.
Wittgenstein is one of those
films that could bore you easily if
you are not genuinely interested in
any aspect of the subject matter.
When I viewed the film, I was both
uninformed of the historical con-
tent and impartial to philosophy,
but as I stated at the beginning, I
did find the film interesting and....
well, interesting.
NUTCRACKERMAGIC
SCOTTMcCORMICK
oil the 3, 4 md 5. But this h morv
version of a classic ballet: it's a tfeepiv iWj 'nleT'eialion I
put on by the Royal Winnipeg Wallet.
Ok. dig this plot. Using the well-known Tchaikovsky
score, Neumeier changes the traditional Christmas party 1
into a birthday bash, where this twelve-year old girl, Maria,
is given a Nutcrackcr doll and a pair of pointy shoes. These
ballet slippers, presented by a flamboyant balletmaster,
becomc the focus of Maria's psychedelic fantasy dream,
Maria is transported to the magical world of
ballet, where she discovers the sp|en-.
dours of dance complete
oui ful character daiicfrs, dash*
ingsoldiersand romant icbal-
lerinas ia a beautiful
: Degas-like setting. '
With the music
provided by the
Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra
this should prove to
be a fresh and del ight-
ful ballet.
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NATIONAL ART GALLERY
JUST DOWN THE ROAD
M. ROSIE FERNANDEZ
Cord Entertainment
June 18, 1993 was the opening
date for Canada's first art gallery
dedicated to works by contempo-
rary Canadian artists in glass, clay,
stained glass and enamel. The city
of Waterloo donated the location
at the corner of Erb and Caroline
Streets when Waterloo was cho-
sen for this gallery over Halifax,
Calgary, North York and Victo-
ria. Patkau Architects based in
Vancouver won the $4 million
design competition held for creat-
ing the building. Merely walking
into the The Canadian Clay &
Glass Gallery entrance, it is easy
to sec why the building went on to
win the 1990 Canadian Architect
Magazine Award of Excellence. It
is elegantly composed of glass,
wood, steel and concrete accented
by black.
Upon entering the building
one encounters The Gallery Shop
which offers unique glass and ce-
ramic items for sale by Canadian
artists from Kitchener and Seaforth
to Edmonton and Vancouver.
Currently the shop features plates,
cups, teapots, clocks, jewelry and
Christmas decorations with prices
beginning at $5.00. Space has
been allocated for a cappuccino
bar in the entrance.
The main gallery is designed
to radiate understated beauty and
provides four showcase areas for
the art. In addition to the main
exhibition space which is encom-
passed by wall size windows, there
is a Stained Glass Tower, a Circu-
lar Gallery dedicated to display
small works in enamel, a Court-
yard Gallery for outdoor sculpture
display and an Education Gallery.
The Education Gallery and the
library which is currently in
progress are both areas that host
workshops and programs aimed at
educating the public about the
process of creating such works of
art. The gallery is also currently
acquiring materials for its library
archives and permanent collec-
tion. The library, when completed,
will also be available for scholarly
research.
Helena Stone, Education Co-
ordinator for the gallery and gradu-
ate of Wilfrid Laurier's Fine Arts
program, is part of the three and
half staff members that work at the
gallery. She explained that the
gallery greatly depends on the help
of its 100 volunteers, such as re-
tired Wilfrid Laurier staff member
Willy Nassau who helps with the
audio-visual equipment that Wil-
frid Laurier University generously
donated to the gallery.
Currently, the gallery is fea-
turing the main exhibition "A
Taste of the Claridge Collection"
which highlights an artistic col-
lection of items for office decora-
tion. Beginning January 18, 1994
a new exhibition curated by Ann
Roberts from University ofWater-
loo entitled "Containment: The
Space Within" will open. With
admission for students only $2.00
(tours can be arranged) and in
such close proximity to the univer-
sity, a visit to this gallery dedi-
cated to celebrating Canadian art-
ists is a delight not to be missed.
DYNAMICUO
byTanyaVenturaand Melanie Seal
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My roommates and I have always wondered
about one thing. Many guys couldn't answer it, so
maybe you can. Why do males name their penis?
Sincerely,
The Name Game
Dear Name Game,
Women of centuries past have been wondering
about this. It seems that by naming the penis it
becomes more personal to the male, more like a
close friend. It is another part of the process to
glorify what men hold dearest to them, and women
can never posses. Anyway, who cares what it is
called, as long as it does the job.
Dynamic Duo
To The Dynamic Duo,
Last weekend, I met this guyat the Turret. We
ended up back at his place. In the heat of passion,
he started to twist my nipples from left to right
continuously. Did he think that this would be the
combination to open my legs up? Is this common?
From, Locked Legs
Dear Locked Legs,
Who really knows. Maybe he was an electron-
ics major. Obviously, there is an underlying obses-
sion with radio-electronics or burglary. "Vive la
Difference!", everyone has a different approach to
doing things. This seems, however to be the wrong
combination to get your knees unhinged. Although
you went home unhappy, we give this guy points for
creativity, and style.
Dynamic Duo
Dynamic Duo,
A friend of mine just told me she is a lesbian,
and she tried to pick me up. What should I do?
From Just Friends
Dear Just Friends,
How uncouth! Your friend seems to have lost
her perception of what is ethically right and wrong.
If you still want to be her friend, a good suggestion
would be to get together and have a little chat. Just
don't wear anything too pretty.
Dynamic Duo
|| Dear Dynamic Duo,
I have some questions for you. I have a unique
I shape-not my whole body, just my penis. It starts
I out straight and then curves down. When erect it
J measures 9 inches along the top and 7 inches along
the bottom. The "hook" creates problems with
initial penetration. So is it proper sexual etiquette
to ask the girl to "guide me in for a landing?" Also,
my friends make jokesabout me being able to screw
a girl around a corner. Do you know of any other
positions that I can use in order to take advantage
of "the hook"?
Sincerely,
Captain Hook
Dear Captain Hook,
Where to begin. Your problem seems to be on
a downward trend. Although this is an unusual
shape, your size is nothing to be ashamed of. As to
etiquette, anything goes. Everything would depend
on how liberal minded she is. Most girls would only
be too happy to help. Its the old philosophy, "The
end justifies the means". Your friends are making
jokes because they are uncomfortable, and upset
that they do not also posses a 'flexible friend'.
Positions can vary as you like, but there's a great
one that works in with a folding-put card table, and
a Volkswagen. Captain Hook, maybe shape is not
the problem at a11...as long as you have fun and
make use of your tinkerbells.
Dynamic Duo
Dear D.D.,
There's this houseful of girls who are all great
gals. Problem is, I think I'm in like with two of the
housemates, and they both like me! I don't think
they both know-that won't last. Can I pull it off?
Sincerely,
The Juggler
Dear Juggler,
What exactly is 'in like'? Take a stand, either
be interested or not. If you can pull it off, all the
more power to you. A little menage-a-trois makes
the semester all the more interesting. But more
likely, you'll end up with egg-or some other body
fluid-in your face. Carpe Diem, Juggler, seize the
day. Or whatever else you can get your hands on!
Dynamic Duo
If you have a problem regarding sex, drop off a
letter for the Dynamic Duo at The Centre Spot.
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SARAHEVENBETTER
MARK HAND
Cord Entertainment
There she was, a tiny thing stand-
ing, smiling, in the middle of the
stage. She looked about the same
as I remembered, although her
band had grown to accommodate
another guitarist.
All this, of course, was insub-
stantial and unimportant. What
was important was that Sarah
McLachlan was there,and she was
singing.
When I die, and if I make it to
heaven, I know how the angels
will s.ound when they sing. If I go
to hell, 1 have a feeling a demonic
choir of Michael Boltons and
Mariah Careys will serenade me.
It really annoys me to think
that she's only 25, and already
Sarah McLachlan's got three of
the finest albums ever recorded
out. Her lyrics are intelligent and
her music sophisticated. And I
think I already mentioned her
voice...
Anyway, back to the concert at
the Centre In The School. Before I
forget, there was an opening act.
Ginger, I think they were. They
used to be some band called the
Grapes of Wrath or something. In
any event, back to Sarah.
The songs performed were
mostly from her newest album
Fumbling Toward Ecstasy, with
a few from her previous master-
pieces Touch and Solace.
You know, back in '89, Sarah
McLachlan and The Grapes of
Wrath played at U of W. Back
then, people were there to see The
Grapes of Wrath. This time, there
was no doubt as to who was head-
lining the show.
One ofthe really special things
about seeing her live is that
McLachlan doesn't just regurgi-
tate the arrangements from her
albums, but reworks them, usually
funkying them up some. But dam-
mit, when is she gonna play in a
venue that allows a person to
dance? The acoustics in the Centre
in the Square are remarkable,
though, so I guess it's a fair enough
trade.
Her band is every bit as talent-
ed as she is too. One of my fondest
memories is seeing them jam with
the Bourbon Tabernacle Choir in
Ottawa a fewyears ago. Sigh. Bliss.
It's funny, but even though
she's now a seasoned pro, McLach-
lan still comes across like a shy
amateur, blushing and growing
speechless when applauded, like
she can't believe people like her
music. I think by now it's an act,
because no one can be that shy and
still radiate the confidence she does
at the same time.
You know, she's a lot like
Canada: quiet yet powerful, un-
sure and confident at the same
time, beautiful and talented, and
her songs range from cold ballads
to warm melodies. Oh my, what a
horrible analogy, but 1 like it so
I'm going to leave it in. So there.
Now, having broken every rule
for producing a good, by-the-books
concert review, I'll try to stop now
before I break one of the most
important: don't make it too long
or no one's gonna read it.
The final word: incredible. If
you ever get the opportunity, do
not miss seeing Sarah McLachlan
live. I could go on forever, but
they'd just edit it all out anyway.
KATE BUSH RETURNS WEARING HER SHINY NEW RED SHOES
RENEE WARD
Cord Entertainment
Kate Bush has been absent from the music scene for
almost four years. Her newest release The Red
Shoes, was well worth the wait.
The Red Shoes is the combination of a new, fast
paced sound that can be found on tracks such as
"Rubberband Girl", "Eat the Music" and"The Red
Shoes" and the soulful, more mellow sound of previ-
ous releases.
The lyrics of the songs are written with maturity,
showing an insight of life, love, relationships and
sexuality. What makes this set of songs unique,
however, is their gospel like portrayal and their
reminiscent quality. The best track on the CD is the
fourth song, "Moments Of Pleasure". This is a solo
piece for Kate, both in vocals and on the piano, with
only the faintest background music. The magical
quality of this song could only be achieved with the
angelic quality and rapture of Kate's voice.
This song is written in classical Kate style, being
reminiscent of the comforts and sorrows of the past.
The chorus, 'Just being alive/It can really hurt/And
these moments given/Are a gift from time', show the
incredible wisdom that Kate has towards life.
Two songs in particular, "The Song of Solomon"
and "Lily", are highly biblical. "Lily" is preceded by
the chanting of a prayer while the song records the
advice of a wise woman who is guiding a lost soul.
"The Song of Solomon" is taken from one of the
poetical books of the Old Testament, depicting a love
drama between three individuals. The song puts
forth some interesting thoughts on relationships:
'The Song of Solomon/The song of everyone/who
walks the path/of the solitary heart/...Don't want
your bullshit, yeah/Just want your sexuality'.
Similar insight is obvious in the second track
"And So Is Love". The words 'We used to say /"Ah
Hell, we're young" /But now we see that life is sad /
And so is love' echo the melancholy, almost mourn-
ful theme of love and relationships.
In "Eat The Music" the lyrics explore the idea of
both male and female fertility, and the thoughts of
love being the heart of life: 'What am I singing? /A
song of seeds /The food of love /Eat the music'.
As in the past, Kate uses an extensive musical
repertoire. On The Red Shoes, everything can be
heard from percussion and guitar, woodwinds and
brass sections to piano and keyboards, mandolas,
whistles, singing bowls and a flugel horn.
The collaboration of musicians such as Eric
Clapton, Jeff Beck, Prince, Colin Lloyd Tucker and
The Trio Bulgarka also adds a certain individual
spice to each track on the CD.
Kate Bush has also directed a short film titled
"The Red Shoes" togo along with her latest CD. This
film is being shown at the Film Festival in Toronto,
and will then be available on video. As for a live
show, it is no secret that she hates to fly. But maybe,
just maybe, this time, she will take a boat.
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BEERchat
EVAN BAILEY and TOM
DABEK WITH SPECIAL
GUEST 'DANCIN'
MARTY CHESKI
Cord Entertainment
Fear: that was the original emo-
tion running through our minds
as we hauled the cases of Molson
XXX out of the beer store. One
read of the warning on the label
and we knew we were in over
our heads. It was time to call in
the reinforcement: enter
'Dancin' Marty Cheski, guest
beer brother for this week. Since
the beer brothers failed to heed
the warning to "drink in modera-
tion" as is stated on the box,
Marty had to be recruited to en-
sure that the official Beer Chat
scientific research methods were
properly followed.
Upon further analysis ofthe
warning on the box, we began to
treat the bottles as if they were
filled with nitro-glycerin as we
were not sure of the meaning of
"handle with care". It was clev-
erly noted by one innocent by-
stander that the packaging isvery
similar to that of Labatt Maxi-
mum Ice, which is not necessar-
ily a bad thing.
We feared that XXX was
merely a carbon copy of the ever
popular competitor, and was just
trying to take a bite out of the
Labatt market. We thought that
we had experienced deja vu when
we first glanced at the label and
cap, which were very much remi-
niscent of something that we had
viewed in our youth (not too
long ago) on Loony Toones. The
three X's were boldly stated on
the cap and label.
Cap removal was quite a try-
ing process as no one was wiil-
i ng to go first; but after thestraws
were drawn the physical removal
caused little difficulty with ei-
ther of the two methods (twist
off or bottle opener-Marty). Tom
drew the short straw and took the
first plunge into the bottle. To
the surprise of onlookers, here-
mained perfectly coherent until
well into the second beer. How-
ever, shortly thereafter his vo-
cabulary was transformed into
words starting and ending with
'SHHHH' and he began to feel
like a well cooked piece of as-
paragus. To our surprise, the beer
tasted better than we originally
anticipated for such a high alco-
hol beer. It was like there was a
party in our mouths and every-
one was invited. It was smooth
and clean and left little after-
taste.
The XXX is 7.3% alcohol,
and is similar in strength to the
fuel used in the NHRA funny car
circuit. As a result we experi-
enced some numbing of the ex-
tremities, but felt this was an
acceptable side effect. The ma-
jor set back with this brew is the
dent it put in the wallet, as it
costs a whopping $31.80 for a
bi-deca-quadra-pod. The ÜBU
for this beer is a monstrous 35,
easily the highest of any beer
that we have tested.
Wewere relieved to find that
the day after was a pleasant ex-
perience, probably because of
the intestinal inversion that oc-
curred in the evening. The wash-
ing machine was working over-
time all afternoon. Even though
this beer tastes a bit better than
its Labatt counterpart, it receives
a slightly lower IQ of 8.5 be-
cause of its price. It is slightly
more powerful but this isn't suf-
ficient compensation for the food
services like pricing strategy that
Molson has employed.
Rest assured that even
though this is the last test before
the holiday season, the beer
brothers will continue research-
ing into the new year. To make
the holiday season more enjoy-
able try basting your bird with
the beer of your choice.
Editor's note: This column pro-
motes the irresponsible and
dangerious use of alcohol. Please
drink and write responsibly.
MESMERISED
VIRGINIA PARKER
Cord Entertainment
I fell in love this summer. I fell in
love with a song - "Mesmerise", by
a band I'd never even heard of,
Chapterhouse.
Chapterhouse has actually
been around for a few years. They
have justreturned from a short rest
after touring extensively through
their home country of England,
with Blood Music, released No-
vember 12 on Devoted/Arista
Records.
Chapterhouse is a British band
and they sound like Charlatans UK
meets Radiohead meets Inspiral
Carpets. In other words, just like
every other British guitar band,
'cept different.
"Mesmerise", was a simple
gentle melodic song with vocals so
haunting they made the hairs on the
back of my neck stand on end. I
was hoping for the same effect with
Blood Music, but the band seems
to have moved away from that kind
of simplicity in exchange for a more
guitar-heavy, layered sound.
Vocalists Andrew Sherriffand
Stephen Putman continue to sing
as if they are whispering. Their
breathy voices make for a unique
combination with the strongrythms
provided by bassist Russell Barrett
and drummer Ashley Bates. All
too often it sounds like guitarist
Stephen Rowe is doing his own
thing, like he's playing a different
song or something.
The vocals, although wonder-
ful, are sometimes lost behind the
music, if only because of sheer
volume. Whispers just can't com-
pete with bongos and guitars.
Although none of these songs
moved me with sheer adoration as
"Mesmerise" did, most of the songs
are pretty likeable, with "Summer's
Gone", "Everytime", "Confusion
Trip" and "Love Forever" being
my personal favourites.
Maybe it's just because I hate
remixes, but neither of the two (2)
remixes of "We are the Beautiful"
included on this album seemed to
belong here. The one mix
"Spooky's Ugly as Sin Mix"
sounded like a cheap Atari video
game, while the "Spooky's
extravaganja dub mix" sounded
like it was being played in a sub-
marine.
Chapterhouse wrote this al-
bum with the goal of having every
song unique from the others. For
the most part, they succeed in this
but each song stillretains a distincly
Chaperhouse flavour of hushed
British vocals paired with a rolling
bass-heavy backbeat.
i guess I liked this, exept for
those awful remixes, but after my
intense love affair with "Mesmer-
ise", Blood Music left me as empty
as the morning after a one-night
stand.
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If it snows this
Xmas,be a
child. Make a
snowperson.
Take a picture
and submit it
to The Cord...
your creation
could be the
star ofa joke
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Come up to the
Cord offices
todayat 5:30
for fun,
excitement,
and an informative
and inspirational
meeting.
Anybody
interested
in writing
next semester
are also welcome
to come out.
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AFTER WWII
THE FIGHTING NEVER STOPPED
WARSTORY
JAYSON "RAMBO"
GEROUX
Cord Entertainment
"lt is the fashion these days to
make war, and presumably it will
last a while yet."
-Frederick the Great (Frederick II
of Prussia), letter to Voltaire,
1742.
This statement applies to any
period in human history, and could
have just as easily been said by
Sun Tzu, Napoleon, or John F.
Kennedy. Although humankind
succeeded in ending possibly the
worst war in all of history in Au-
gust of 1945(in terms of destruc-
tion and lives lost), unfortunately
armed conflict still continued, and
the use of it to achieve goals re-
mained a popular tool to many in
the past and still continues to be in
the present.
The Fighting Never Stopped: A
Comprehensive Guide to World
Conflict Since 1945
by Patrick Brogan
Vintage Books
603 pages
($19.95)
This book examines the large
number of countries in Africa,
Asia, the Middle East, Europe,
and Latin America that have seen
conflict break out because of civil
war, foreign intervention or ter-
rorism since 1945. Each chapter/
country is greatly detailed with
facts and extensive histories of
their respective conflicts, the par-
ties (including major leaders) in-
volved in the fighting, the conduct
of the war and its outcome, and
where applicable the direction the
country and/or conflict is going.
There are several positive
things going for this book. It is a
useful source to have if you are
writing an essay on a particular
conflict that occurred after 1945,
especially if you are dealing with
Third World nations (this book
would be good for History 329/
379, Dr. Lorimer'sThe Making of
the Third World). The author, a
journalist for The Times London,
the New York Daily News and
The Observer, remains fairly neu-
tral in his writing, while at the
same time is to point out
(sometimes with a dry sense of
humour) the weaknesses and/or
strengths of those involved in the
fighting.
At the end of each chapter/
country isasmall readinglist which
can greatly help the student find
additional information and sources
on that country's particular con-
flict. Each chapter/country is de-
tailed extensively with informa-
tion and facts but remains fairly
easy-to-read and understand. Of
course, you should not just rely
on this book as the main source
for an essay, but it is nevertheless
a good book to have in your bib-
liography to back up your pri-
mary and othersecondary sources.
As in 1742, it is still the fash-
ion to make war in present times
to achieve certain goals, and this
book does a good job for military
historians of detailing the recent
conflicts that have occurred in the
50 years since the end of the Sec-
ond World War.
Special thanks goes to Fraser
Kirby who gave me this book to
review.
XMAS HO
HO VIDEO
STEFANIE TRUDEAU
Cord Entertainment
Most of you will be suffering from
the exam blues over the next cou-
ple of weeks and there may be
times when you feel that the joy
of the holiday season will
never cross your path. Well,
forthoseofyou who wantto
be reminded of that old
Christmas cheer (or holi-
day sap or whatever you
want to call it), here are a
few videos that you may
want to go out and rent i
time allows. True, they
may not be the best
films around, but if
it's the "Christmas
mood" you're after,
then curl up by your
tree with some egg-
nog or something,
put on one of these
movies and ... go to
town!
A Christmas
Story - The
movie has a
bland title, but it
is actually a
funny and
sweet story
about how a
little boy
goes about
trying to get the toy gun he wants
for Christmas. There are many
funny moments as well many
"Christmassy" moments.
A Christmas Carol - Theclas-
sic! If you like an old - fashioned
Christmas, then this is the film
you should watch every year.
Make sure the version you se-
lect is the old black and white
one (it has also been col-
oured) starring Alistair Sim.
H is portrayal of Scrooge is
by far the best I have seen
yet.
The Muppet
Christmas Carol - This fi Im
is very entertaining and an
appropriate holiday
feature,especially if
you're a muppet fan.
It's a Wonderful
Life - If you've seen
￿his and if you liked
it, then you might
turn it into a
yearly holiday
tradition. If you
haven'tseenthis
film, you should.
It's a real Christ-
mas spirit
uplifter, espe-
cially Jimmy
Stewart's main
character.
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PACINO LIVES
TANYA KING
Cord Entertainment
In 1973,at the age of 32, A 1 Pacino
made the biggest mistake of his
acting career. He played Michael
Corleone in The Godfather, and
he was brilliant. The first time
people sat up and took notice of
Pacino was in what maybe the
greatest movie performance of all
time. The problem? How could he
ever top The Godfather?
His Academy Award nomina-
tions prove that he has come close
numerous time; Scerpico, The
Godfather Part 11, Dog Day Af-
ternoon, And Justice For All,
Dick Tracy, Glengarry Glen
Ross, and he finally carried home
a prccious Oscar for Best Actor in
Scent ofa Woman. Now the 53
year old mastermind is trying again
with Carlito's Way.
Carlito's Way is based on the
novels Carlito's Way and After
Hours written by New York Su-
preme Court Justice Edwin Torres.
The story is about Carlito Brigante,
a Puerto Rican, New York gang-
ster. Carlito has recently been
sprung from jail by his cocaine
addicted lawyer David Kleinfeld
(Scan Pcnn). Carlito attempts to
straighten out his life, but his sta-
tus as a crime legend haunts him
everywhere he turns.
Carlito's Way is the first time
that Pacino has worked with direc-
tor Brian DePalma since Scarface.
There is not a great amount of
DePalma-esquc shooting in the
film, unfortunately. The most
memorable camera moment is the
camera pan which appears at the
beginning and end of the movie. It
manages to turn Carlito's girl-
friend upside down, scan the ceil-
ing, and come up resting on
Carlito's face. This one camera
trick gives the impression that this
is the state of Carlito's life, upside
down.
Pacino gives his usual power-
house performance. He always
manages to gain the audience's
sympathy and support, even when
he is on the wrong side of the law.
Unfortunately, the script did not
provide a great amount of feeling
for Pacino to work with. Pacino's
co-stars always have a tough job
keeping their level of performance
near his.
Sean Penn was incredibly an-
noying in the film. I guess the fact
that the audience comes to hate
him so much is a good reflection
on his actingability. Penelope Ann
Miller plays Carlito's dancing girl-
friend and does a marvelous job at
portraying her character's confu-
sion about the life she has found
herself in.
Carlito's Way, in itself is a
good movie, but it lacks some-
thing that Pacino's earlier gang-
ster epics had. In Scarface,
Pacino's character, Tony Mon-
tana, was a psychological terror to
watch. While Carlito's intensity
is to be different from Montana's,
we find Carlito hard to swallow.
For an incredible street smart leg-
end he makes some stupid mis-
takes, like being duped by slime-
ball Kleinfeld.
Carlito's Way also lacks the
audience relationship that occurred
in The Godfather. The Godfa-
ther provided almost 3-dimen-
sional characters. We knew the
strengths and weaknesses of every
character. We became members
oftheCorleone family. Alongside
The Godfather, the characters of
Carlito's Way become almost
card-board-like and one sided.
Do not, however, get me
wrong. The movie is excellent
entertainment. The action is in-
tense and the acting is superb.
You just can not go into the movie
expecting another Godfather or
Scarface. That would take a
miracle.
WHAT'SHappening
• Blue Rodeo play the Humanities Theatre at U of W tonight
• Blur is at the Opera House tonight
• Saga delivers another chapter at Lulu's Dec 3
• Fatcats meow at the Volcano Dec 3
• Peggy and Grace, a comedy adventure, will be performed in the
Humanities Theatre at U of W Dec 4
• Mike Mandel performs his magic at Lulu's Dec 4
• Ontario Ballet Theatre's Aladdin is at the Humanities
Theatre Dec 4
• Bootsauce get saucy at the Volcano Dec 4
• Frank Mills tickles the ivories at the Centre-In-The-Square
Dec 6
• Canadian Brass performs a Christmas concert at the Shaw
Festival in Niagra-On-The-Lake Dec 7
• Jane Urquhart, author of Away, is at the Kitchener Public Library
Dec 7
• Blind Melon, The Tea Party and 13 Engines will hopefully not
urinate on anyone when they perform at Lulu's Dec 9
• Hamilton area singer/songwriter Garnet Rogers is at
The Commercial Tavern in Maryhill Dec 11
• Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony performs Handel's Messiah at
The Centre In The Square Dec 11 and 12
• Andrew Dice Clay insults everyone at Lulu's Dec 17
• The Good Brothers hoe down at Lulu's Dec 18
• The W.W.F bodyslam the Kitchener Auditoriam Dec 26
• Ray Lyell performs at Lulu's on Boxing Day
Janet
TINA ROMANO and ZAHRA POPATIA
Cord Entertainment
Janet Jackson's pelvic-thrusting dancing, and her colourful, reveal-
ing costumes convinced the 22 000 fans at Skydome that she was not
the same cute girl from her previous tour. Janet put on an explosive
performance Friday night, with a touch of emotion due to her
concern for her brother Michael.
Along with her 8 dancers, Janet performed her smash hits,
opening with "If', followed by her previous hits "Nasty" and
"Escapade". She combined her old and new music with an added
twist. Tony Toni Tone opened the show, but without a doubt the
main attraction was Janet.
Janet's powerful performance of singing and dancing mixed
with special effects proved her to be a true entertainer.
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Queen's University's International Study Centre at Herstmon-
ceux Castle gives students the opportunity to experience a study term
abroad while earning credits toward a university degree. The program
includes courses in the arts, social sciences, humanities and business.
Excursions to historical sites and cultural institutions in Britain and
other European countries provide students with unique opportunities for
learning and exchanging ideas. Consider a study term abroad at Queen's
University's International Study Centre.
For more information call or write:
Admissions Office, Queen's University,
Victoria School Building, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada, K7M 2D6
1-613-545-2815
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This is ihe end my friend • for ihis term at least, All Letters to the Editor must
be submitted signed, typed (or submitted on disk or via E-mail) and double-spaced
by Tuesday , January 4, at 12:00pm for the following publication. But, we can only
print letters that bear the author's real name, telephone number, and I.D. number (if
applicable). Please see the letters policy on the next page for all the details. All
letters must be no longer than 500 words. All submissions become the property of
The Cord and we reserve theright to edit or refuse any submissions. I hope 1 make
it through the next few days. The Cord will not print anything in the body of the
paper considered to be sexist, racist, homophobic in nature by the staff as a voting
body, or which is in violation of our code of ethics. It is possible that some really
vile letters will show up in the letters section, since it is an open forum. All are
invited to a end of the term Cord Meeting at the Huether Brew Pub on Monday-
December 6th at s:3opm. Cord subscription rates are 515.00 per term for addresses
within Canada and SlB outside the country. The Editor-in-Chief will provide a free
subscription to anyone who will give him lots of money. The Cord is printed by
the exacting people at McLaren Press. .
The Cord publishes each Thursday unless it is the next few weeks because of
the holidays. 1 still hate the politically correct movement. The Cord is a confirmed
prospective member of Canadian University Press. Ail commentary is strictly the
opinion of the writer and does not necessarily represent those of the Cord staff, the
editorial board, the WLU Student Publications Board ofDirectors, or Bill Clinton.
Copyright (c) 1993 by WLU Student Publications, 75 University Ave. West,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication maybe reproduced without
permission of the Editor-in-Chief. Merry unpoliticaliy correct Christmas everyone!
V^agg^HanukkahMichaeL^ —————^
COMMENT
Political correctness
is scourge of nineties
I think that the political correctness movement is the scourge of the nineties. I don't
understand the logicbehind a movement, that in the name ofequality,enforces discrimination
and censorship.
The politically correct movement isa bandaid solution to many of society's problems. The
best way to solve a problem is to go straight to the source. Political correctness tries to deal
with the symptoms of society's problems and not the problems themselves. If you have a cold,
do you get better by wiping your nose with a tissue? No, you take some medication, get some
rest, and eat a lot of oranges.
The New Democrats are a fine example ofbuying into the politically correct movement.
At one time I thought the NDP had all the right stuff. Thanks to Bob Rae, I have realized that
the present incarnation of the NDPf along with the rest of Canada's political parties, are
incapable of transforming their words into actions.
I was stunned to read that the NDP were enforcing a bill that would see white males shut
out of several government jobs. What the hell did Rae think would be accomplished by using
discriminatory policies in the name of equality? Regardless of the history behind an
oppressive or unfair situation, nothing can be gained by perpetuating more injustice. An "eye
for an eye" mentality is more than counter-productive, it is dangerous.
The public backlash to the NDP's affirmative action scheme was so intense that Rae
backpedalled and the bill died. Nice try Bob, but the road to Hell is already paved.
Political correctness has the potential to turn our society into a collection of conformist
book burners. You start out by banning certain words - then what? Do you move on to banning
books, videos, and theatre? This is not a paranoid fantasy - this has happened before.
Remember the PMRC?
The current politically correct rrtovement seems to be focussing on certain words and
phrases. A word is deemed to have a negative connotation and hence its spelling is changed.
Sometimes only a letter is changed. In some cases, the changed word is even pronounced the
same as the offending original.
If a word has a negative meanings what will a change of spelling do? It may shock people
and make them think about the phildfeophy behind the spelling change. Unfortunately this is
only a short term solution. The real problem is obscured due to the bandaid solution. The
solution lies in attacking the base of the problem - society itself.
Changing the spelling ofa word is easy. Changing the way society perceives certain issues
is far from easy. Such a change tak££ careful planning and a thorough understanding of the
problem. Such change does not take place overnight. Changing the spelling of a word will not
change the attitude of a society.
If you think changing the spelling of a word will change society overnight, you don't fully
understand the cause that you are fighting for. Aband-aid will not stop internal bleeding - only
major surgery will. As a society, we itill have a long way to go. The key is to start off on the
right foot. The politically correct movement, however, is not the place to start.
I'll be damned if I will let the politically correct movement tell me how to spell, talk, and
even how to express my religious vieWs. If I want to call a Christmas party a Christmas party,
or to have a Christmas tree in my office -1 bloody well will.
Merry Christmas and Happy Hartukkah.
Editorial by Sheldon Page, Edifor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial ard those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those ofthe rest
of the Cord Staff or of its publisher, WLU Student Publications.
CEREBELLA By Ryan Feeley
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Letters Policy
- All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification and
telephone number.
- All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
- Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's issue in print,
on IBM format disk, or via E-mail at: thecord@machl.wlu.ca
- Letters that are submitted on disk or via E-mail must be accompanied by a letters release
form or a signed hard copy that can be obtained at the Cord offices.
- Letters must be typed, double spaced, and cannot exceed 500 words.
- The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
- The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter in whole or in part, that is in violation of
existing Cord policies.
- The Cord is accepting photos to the editor. The Cord will accept black and white or colour
photographs. The photographer's name, address, phone number, student number, and brief
description must be printed on the backof the photograph. One photo per issue will be used.
Phones again
Dear Editor,
Over the past week over 200 residence
students have participated in a letter writing
campaign to show their displeasure with the
current status of the phone system. These letters
were directed to the Board of Governors of the
university. The co-ordination of this campaign
is largely due to the efforts of the First Year
Council members who have taken on this cru-
sade, along with Sean Taylor our Students'
Union president. All those involved should be
commended for their continuous effort in fight-
ing for an issue that directly effects over 1200
students in residence, their family and friends.
The results of this letter writing campaign will
surely bring to the university's attention, the
importance to which students see thisissue. Itis
up your representatives and you as students to
continue the effortofcampaigning the universi-
ty. I believe that when students are able to rally
behind an issue such as this we can be effective
in initiating change. Only when the administra-
tion hears the collective voice of the students
will they sit back and wonder "HEY, MAYBE
WE ARE PISSING PEOPLE OFF".
To sec a few examples of how the collective
voice of the students can effect change we only
have to look back to the beginning of Octobcr
when the school tried to close down the dining
hall on weekends, leaving over 1,000 people
with no place to eat. At this time the students
spoke up and said "HEY YOU, YOUR PISSING
US OFF" and the dining hall was never closed
although I should inform you that I am under the
understanding that the university will be trying
this again in the near future and we should again
be ready to express our discontent with the way
that the university tends to deal with students
more like inmates than customers of this institu-
tion. Another recent example is when last year
students were threatened with loosing their fa-
vourite coffee shop "The Second Cup". Here
again students told the administration that the
bottom financial line is not the most important
thing that happens on campus. I could go on to
site other examples of how things have hap-
pened in the past but now is the time to look
towards the future and deal with issues such as
professor and course evaluations, price and qual-
ity of the dining hall, safety on campus and
tuition issues on a provincial and federal level.
I believe that together we can make a difference.
Dave Bigioni - Student Rep. to the Board of
Governors
Falsely accused
This letter is in response to Jason Mitchell
who reprimands Carolyn Neumann's comments
on homosexuality.
Although I have never known nor met
Carolyn, as a fellow Christian I wish to support
her because I believe she is being falsely accused
by Jason of promoting "repressive sexual eth-
ics". The reason she is falsely accused may stem
from the fact that Jason does not understand the
spirit from which she writes. This is illustrated
in Jason's comments concerning Carolyn's arti-
cle when he writes, "what is unacceptable is that
you disguise it as com passion" and"the problem
is not that you use the bible in your discussion,
it's that you seem to expect everyone to obey
what it says" as if "Christian beliefs are the only
acceptable standards of morality for everyone".
What Jason finds insufferable is "such typical
Christian presumption".
What Jason states above is untrue. As for
the accusation of disguising it as compassion, if
one starts with the premise that God exists and
that the Bible is true then God would be appalled
at the immorality in our society including those
"men [who] do shameful things with each other,
and as a result bring upon themselves the pun-
ishment they deserve for their wrong doing"
(Romans 1:27). We celebrate Christmas be-
cause of the birth of Jesus Christ who later died
for our sins so that we would not have to undergo
the punishment we deserve for our wrongdoing.
God is appa 1led by homosexuality, He does hate
the sin, but loves the sinnerbecause "the punish-
ment they deserve" He took upon Himself on the
cross. If she believes this then her warning
would be free from a compassionate heart and
not a disguise.
Also, it is not the case that the Christian
expects everyone to obey Christian beliefs.
Christians can presume all they want concerning
homosexuality but in the final analysis it is God
who has the final say. Similarly, Jason Mitchell
can presume all he wants, even presume God
endorses homosexuality, but in the end it is God
who will be the Judge. God is not a being who
demands everyone to obey what is written in the
Bible but rather gives us the choice. And if the
Bible is true then God has not only shown us
waht He thinksabout homosexuality but has also
demonstrated His incredible love for the homo-
sexual. God hates sin but has promised to
forgive and give us strength to overcome our
sins if we accept what He has accomplished on
the cross.
God's compassion is genuine, and He is not
out to promote repressive sexual ethics but rath-
er offers release and freedom to all those who
come to Him. Was it not in this spirit that
Carolyn Neumann responded to Denys Davis?
After reading her article I conclude yes. If so,
then the accusation that she is promoting "re-
pressive sexual ethics" under the "disguise" of
"compassion" is false.
Hans Witzke
About identity
Dear Editor,
This is a response to Ken Breadner's com-
mentary concerning the political correctness
movement. He seems to confuse political cor-
rectness with the women's movement since he
seems to only attack them. He slashes the wom-
en's movement, and women's perspectives as
his key issue for his fight against political cor-
rectness. What he doesn't seem to realize is that
women are searching for an identity. Women
have never had a true say in history and yet again
we are being quieted because our concerns or
perspectives are worthless to some people in the
culture, and I wouldn't hesitate to place Ken in
this group. With his own statement '"herstory"
What an abomination, he makes it perfectly
clear that he is ignorant of the domination of the
male perspective on everything throughout re-
corded time. Women have ignored. It seems as
if women neverexisted. Women were property
to men which still shows in the tradition of
taking a man's name at marriage (Mrs. Ralph
Thompson). Women weren't even considered
citizens until a little more than 60 years ago in
Canada. Women's perspectives should be just
as valued as men's and that is why 'herstory' is
used. It isstatingthat 'hey there are otherpeople
in this world besides men and their perspective
is valuable.' I agree that men and women should
work together to search out the similarities be-
tween the sexes. This should be accomplished
by targeting social pressures that cause the dif-
ferences not by just molding women to fit and
measure up to men. Women have, in the past,
found their identity through others, their hus-
bands or children, women need to find an iden-
tity of their own. Women don't need to prove to
people like Ken that they deserve a perspective
and an identity because these things are basic
human rights! I guess if I had attitude like Ken's,
human rights would be considered huMAN
rights.
Andrea Grebenc
WLU wasteful
Dear Editor:
The 90's is a decade when concern for the
environmenthas never been greater. It therefore
seems ridiculous that an institution of higher
learning such as Laurier wouldchoose to partic-
ipate in wasteful overpackaging practices
As two environmentally conscious students,
we feel there is too much emphasis being placed
on recycling as a solution to the waste on campus
and not enough on reducing, re-usingand refus-
ing.
The fact that recycling bins are available
on campus is very important and should not be
overlooked. However, more emphasisshould be
placed on reducing the waste before turning to
recycling. In addition to reducing, there should
be more effort by the individual to learn about
what is harmful to the environment and to then
refuse such practices. As individuals and as
consumers, our refusal to support environmen-
tally harmful practices can lead to fundamental
changes in the system overall. Ifwe look around
Laurier, we can see waste occurring that could
be avoided.
As members of the Environmentalist group
on campus, we participated in the first step of
waste appraisal for Wilf's this past week. The
group went through four bags ofWilf's garbage,
noting such things as wax paper, plastic cutlery,
napkins, straws, creamers, and food containers.
Since Wilf's almost exclusively uses plastic and
other disposable materials to serve patrons, we
feel they should be targeted for change.
For those of you who frequent Mr. Sub in
the Torque roon, you may already know about
their bag policy. In addition to the wax paper
wrapping the sub, patrons must also take an extra
bag on which the order is written, even for those
actually dining in the Torque room. The other
cafeteria food is available on dishes, so why
can't Mr. Sub give subs on plates also? It would
be justas easy to write the order on a slip of scrap
paper or the wax paper wrapping.
Another example of waste on campus is the
extra sheets of paper you get when ordering
output from the computer room. An extra blank
page is included at the end of each job, as well as
the front and back pages, which equals three
extra sheets of fine paper. Although it is printed
right on the job that students should recycle
these extra pages, this waste could and should be
avoided altogether.
If you are also concerned about
overpackaging on campus, there will be a survey
of student opinions provided by the Environ-
mentalist group in the concourse this week. We,
as students, have the right to refuse wasteful
practices on campus, and should exercise it,
instead of just passively accepting it.
Bonnie Redekop and Virginia Parker
Haydl is wrong
Dear Editor,
I'm writing to you to voicc my concern with
regard to womenwords. I would like to know
where Beth Haydl gets her facts from. On No-
vember 25 she discussed the legalisation of
marijuana. She feels it is a feminist issue. I know
of many males who wish to see the legalisation
of this drug. For most of them it has nothing to
do with feminism.
Beth talks about pot relieving the suffering
of chemotherapy and benefiting people with
asthma and glaucoma. One of my relatives had
cancer. He had access to marijuana tablets. The
tablets were a prescription given to him by his
doctor. The drug doesn't have to be legalised to
benefit people for medical reasons, it's already
used legally. As for glaucoma, I would like to
know how marijuana would help someone who
is slowly going blind.
Beth states' marijuana is not as bad as
tobacco, alcohol, prescription drugs, caffeine
and red meat. Smoking one joint of marijuana is
equivalent to smoking at least five cigarettes.
Concerning alcohol, this drug is usually gone
from your body after twenty-four hours or less.
Marijuana stays in a person's system for two
weeks. As for prescription drugs, I would like to
know how my allergy pills, which prevent me
from dying if I have an allergic reaction, is worse
for my body than pot. 1 would also like to know
how having a single can of pop is going to harm
me more than a joint.
Beth mentions how single mothers have a
hard time pay ing fines for marijuana possession.
She sees this as a feminist issue, citing how
women are paid less then men. Job inequality is
definitely a feminist issue but has nothing to do
with the legalisation of pot. If the single mothers
whodo marijuana didn't smoke pot they wouldn't
be fined.
In summary, I feel some of Beth's facts are
inaccurate and the legalisation of pot has noth-
ing to do with feminism.
Sincerely,
Sean Wilde
I.R.A. support
Dear Editor:
I am writing in respect to the Amit Kapur
articles in the past couple of Cord issues. There
are two articles I with to comment on. First is
Amit's highly opinionated and biased condem-
nation of the I.R.A's use of force. The second
concerns the plight of the unfortunate and terri-
bly disadvantaged Tibetan people in last week's
publication.
In Amit's article about the I.R.A. in North-
ern Ireland, he slammed the brotherhood's fight
for a right that the Irish legally won seventy-nine
years age; home rule for all of Ireland. This
legislation was legally passed on the 18th of
September, 1914. However, due to treasonist
actions by the British army, the outbreak of
WWI and the forceful uprisings in the Protestant
held sections of Ulster by the Ulster Volunteer
Force, this legislation's implementation was
delayed and ultimately obstructed. It was this
restraint that has grown into the problems North-
ern Ireland faces today.
In last week's article Amit commented on
Tibet. Understandably, he was very sympathetic
to the Tibetan people. Tibet was taken over and
is now dominated by the Chinese. However, it is
justasunfortunate to see the Irish (especially the
Catholic minority) run over. Their political,
civil and religious rights have been ignored by
the English and the Protestants within Northern
Ireland.
It is terrible that the Chinese government is
encouragingemigration intoTibet with the pur-
pose of assimilating the Tibetan race. However,
it was just as terrible when the British encour-
aged Protestant emigration into Ireland in 1800
following the Act of Union and latter following
WWI for the same purpose.
It is disconcerting that China has permanent
vetopoweron the United Nations Security Coun-
cil. Is it not equally disturbing that Britain has
the same veto power?
It is noble to support the Tibetan people's
desperate attempt forinternational acknowledge-
ment through the uprisings of 1989 and the civil
disturbances in 1992. Is the I.R.A. not doing the
exact same thing?
Both the Tibetan people and the I.R.A. are
just trying to get what they justifiably deserve.
When peaceful means are ineffective, some-
times more forceful actions are necessary. I may
not believe in all of the violence against the
innocent, but what they fight for is right.
IsTibetbeingforgotten? Maybe. However,
the rights of the Irish were forgotten long ago. I
won't ever forget this.
Since Cromwell pushed us westward
To live our lowly lives
There's some of us have deemed to fight
From Tipperary mountains high
Noble men with wills of iron
Who are not afraid to die
Who'll fight with Gaelic honour held on high
- the Pogues
Samuel Brady
Don't feed me
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the article written in
last week's issue of the Cord. It astounds me how
people can write letters withoutresearchingthem
first. This still holds true for the letter written by
Catherine Ens, how meat-eating is not only
illogical but cruel. While I am not a vegetarian,
I respect those who choose to be, as I expect
them to respect me for the food I decide to eat.
The first point I wish to state is that humans
arc omnivores, not carnivores, and certainly not
herbivores, except by choice. Our teeth, like the
rest of our body, have evolved over the last few
hundred years to accommodate our immediate
needs or lack there of. As it stands we still have
four canine teeth, pointed, for the use ofripping
and tearing. Perhaps the reasons the rest of our
teeth are no longer pointed like the wolf or tiger,
is that unlike them we no longer to hunt, kill, and
rip the flesh off the prey's bones to sustain
ourselves.
The medical studies Ens used to follow up
her argument really had no bearing at the time,
but I still feel compelled to answer to those as
well. Truly, a vegetarian diet is a healthy one,
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simply because the has little to no fat. People
who do suffer from these "killer" diseases are
those who have a very rich diet complete with
meat three times a day that is riddled with fat,
chemical additives and dyes and who knows
what else before it comes to the dinner table.
Meat in it's natural state (with no fat or addi-
tives) is nutritious and provide much of what is
essential in our diet.
Ens' article then meanders down to the
farms of the U.S. If they were to concentrate and
produce only vegetables and wheat and other
non-meat products, farms would be out of busi-
ness in an astounding amount of time.
But let's take your idea one step future,
because I'm sure you haven't. What would you
do with all those herds of cattle who are on
farms? Would you require the farms to keep
them although they couldn't afford the cost? Set
them free? Oh, there's a good idea. Let them go
live in the wild. Do you have any idea how
destructive a wild cow can be?
Oh, one last thing, about the de-beaking and
de-horning and such. This process has a very
good reason if you took the time to ask. It's
because a cow no longer needs horns to protect
itself, and would cause undue harm to itself and
the farmer. As for the mutilation, I would pre-
sume you mean the branding, or ear piercing or
other means of identification that we use to do
simply that. It causes them minimal discomfort
and has no long term psychological effects as far
as I can tell. But if you are interested you could
just go and ask them. I'm sure the cows will
appreciate your concern.
As for me, what you eat is up to you. Don't
goon a moral parade because I'm not interested.
You would be surprised at the small number who
are. But do me and the rest of the campus, if not
world a favour; a) get your facts straight first,
and b) don't try to force feed me.
a flesh lover, Jennifer Lakatose
I have fangs
Dear Editor:
This letter is written in response to the
comment by Catherine Ens in last week's issue
of the Cord.
In her letter regarding vegetarianism she
says,"I don't know about Scott but my teeth in
no way resemble those of a tiger or wolf."
Well, I don't know about Scott, but my teeth
do resemble those of a tiger. And I'm tired of all
the ridicule from ignorant people and their in-
sensitive remarks. Just because you are not aware
of the small minority of people in society with
"mixed" ancestry, doesn't forgive your small
minded bigotry.
Why must we divide society into two sepa-
rate groups: meat-eaters and vegetarians? In a
world so full of hurt and pain can't we all just
learn to live together?
Kevin "Tiger" Black
Editor's note: Kevin provided the Cord with his
picture to back up his letter. Check it out onpage
30.
Illegal charges
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to Student Publi-
cations decision to charge one dollar to Gradu-
ate Students for the phone books. The problem
stems from the fact that the Graduate Students'
Association was not approached about this
charge. We were charged the same amount as
the Faculty and theAdministration. This seems
extremely unfair since we pay fees and the extra
charge violates an operating agreement and,
therefore, is illegal. Graduate Students pay less
of their fees to Student Publications because of
the operating agreements that exist between the
GSAand WLUSU,and WLUSU and WLUSP.
It is not our fault that Student Publications did
not negotiate a deal with WLUSU that stipulated
thatall students(includinggradstudents)pay the
same amount for publication services (There is
no reason for this since, graduate students pay
the same student activity fees). The inequities
stem from an oversight on their part. Last year,
when Student Publications was negotiating a
deal with WLUSU they overlooked the agree-
ment between the GSA and WLUSU and as a
result the graduate students ended up paying less
of their fees to Student Publications. Maybe an
agreement between the GSA and Student Publi-
cations is necessary, but until such time they are
subject to both operating agreements, which
stipulate equal access and no service charges.
Lisa S McCormick - GSA President
Cord Feedback
A selection ofthe last week's comments
from the Cord Feedback booth in the
Concourse every Thursday.
From issue #14
Beer Chat is the biggest waste of literary space
I've ever seen. I'd rather have more Chicken
Choker coupons!
Matt Gillis
Gear is always wrong!
Jith Lowe
I am getting really tiredof photo covers. Ever
hear of variety?
Renee Ward
Dynamic Duo - Sexual? Sexist? ...no, the
authors are just too sexy.
Dawn Lasby
Who is that girl that uses the person massage
in the bathtub?
Andrew "Surfin'lrv" Hopper
Re. November 25: Congratulations Beth
Hadyl, you've finally written an article that
makes sense!
Jim Skelton
Beer Chat is dialed in!
Chuckie Sitarz
Ingrid - pull down your window shades.
Martin Chesky
Hey, Sharon Thompson - Uh, Trent is in
Peterborough.
Brent P. Lanthier
Is it me, or is Women's Words starting to
create issues to complain about??
Kevin Rogers
Fisher, please stop, you 're confusing the flock
out of us!
Gord Wood
enGENDERed
species
by JIM BOYCE
If men are the privileged members of our
society, why are they four times more likely
to commit suicide, fifteen times more likely
to die on the job and living, on average,
seven years less than women? These are
some of the questions Warren Farrell tries
to answer in his book, The Myth of Male
Power. Farrell is well-versed in gender
issues: he has talked to more
than one hundred thousand
women and men at his semi-
nars, wrote the bestselling
Why Men Are The Way
They Are (1986), and is the
only man to be elected to the
National Organization of
Women's Board three times.
Drawing on his own ex-
periences and an abundance
of statistics and studies,
Farrell's topics range from
male bashing to domestic vio-
lence to the concept of man as
"protector." He appears re-
solved to provide a male ver-
sion of Betty Friedan's The
Feminine Mystique, the book that ignited
feminism in the 19605.
In studying the work place, Farrell
stands the "glass ceiling" argument on its
head. He points out that while men may be
doctors and university professors they are
also trapped in the most dangerous profes-
sions by a "glass cellar." He writes of leav-
ing his house and seeing a garbageman.
"Usually that triggers an 'Oh yeah, it's
Monday.' This time it also triggered my
memory... the garbageman was two and a
half times more likely to be killed than a
police officer... I was more likely to think of
it as sexism to call garbage collectors
garbagemen than to understand that the real
sexism is the pressure felt by uneducated,
i
unskilled men... [to] get paid $9 to $15 an
hour to support their families."
From The Myth of Male Power:
* Remember when almost all the homeless
were men? We called them "bums." Then
some women appeared. We called the wom-
en "bag ladies." ... This distinction is only
a metaphor for the difference in our attitude
toward men who fail versus women who
fail.
*Currently, pregnancy for a girl means the
option of a quick abortion (no matter how
the boy feels) or of suing the boy for eight-
een years' worth ofchild support (no matter
how the boy feels)... Each time she has sex,
she has an option; each time
he has sex, he risks being
the prisoner of her decision
for the rest of his life.
* Both conservatives and
liberals reinforce the pro-
tection of women and the
disposability of men. Con-
servatives justify it — they
call it sex roles. Liberals
call it sexism if it hurts wom-
en, but blame men if it hurts
men.
There are flaws in
some ofFarrell's arguments
— no book can cover this
much territory and not have
weaknesses. But the
strengths far outweigh them. As Betty
Friedan did for women thirty years ago,
Warren Farrell has written a book that
deeply explores men's lives and experienc-
es. It covers the women's movement, the
men's movement, and his hope for a "gen-
der transition" movement: "The Myth of
Male Power is not a return to the 1950s
man; it is a leap forward to the 2050s man.
And the 2050s woman. It is about why
male-female roles that were functional for
the species for millions of years have be-
come dysfunctional in an evolutionary in-
stant."
Given the current debate over gender
issues, The Myth ofMale Power offers a
unique perspective. Highly recommended.
The Vocal Cord
by Tracy Bowers and Jayson "Rambo" Geroux
"When did you find out that Santa
wasn't real & how did you take it?"
a.
"I figured it out when Mommy was
doing a little more that kiss Santa. I
developed a minor Oedipus
Complex." Blair Gowan
"I don't remember when, but they
broke the news about the Tooth
Fairy, the Easterßunny, & Santa all
at once." Colleen - 3rd year Wilf's
"What do you mean Santa isn't
real? Than who's that fat guy who
spanks us." - Chris & Paul - Confused
Charity Ball Volunteers
"Just now! Thanks a hell of a lot!
Erin - 3rd year honours geography
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Iv -v HEALTHY THOUGHTS I\f R BY DALE SWEENEYA FROM HEALTH SERVICES
Co &
'TIS THE SEASON ....
... when thoughts turn to long-awaited holidays and/or maybe a trip somewhere warm
for a break.
If you are contemplating a trip to somewhere warm and exotic, you may need to have
shots before leaving. Depending upon your destination, more than one immunization
may be required and sometimes a considerable time before departure.
Your travel agent or the Waterloo Regional Health Unit Travel Clinic will be helpful in
informing you of the requirements and the time frame. Health Services is available to
administer any required injections. Since time could be a factor, INQUIRE EARLY.
Wherever you spend the upcoming break, be healthy, be happy, be safe.
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR EXAMS
REMEMBER - Your telephone bill is proof that talk isn't cheap!!!!
WOMENWORDS
by members of the Women's Centre
by ANDIE NOACK
I sometimes feci that my world has
nothing in common with anyone else's. It's
frustrating when people don't acknowl-
edge the fact that other people live differ-
ently from themselves and that each person
has a different set of priorities and values.
Basically, Laurier is a giant bureaucra-
cy run by middle to upperclass, heterosex-
ual, white males. They teach values and
information that is relevant in the middle to
upperclass, heterosexual, white male world.
Since I am not a part of that world, much of
what is taught has no relevance to my life at
all.
Higher learning always seems to mean
dissecting things into little tiny unrecog-
nizable bits. Is a basic belief in the univer-
sal powerof nature and theoccasional bitof
magic all that bad? At some point we sim-
ply have to accept things the way they are
- just because. This doesn't mean we're
powerless to change things, it just means
looking at the future and living in thepresent
instead of dissecting the past.
Theory is all fine and good, but at some
point things just have to be tactile and real.
I'm scared shitless that when I leave this
institution considerably poorer, that I will
be unable to appreciate beauty forbcauty's
sake and all I will have learned are other
people's theories, most of which threaten
to override my own personal beliefs.
I have to wonder about the "higher"
part of higher education - most of my class-
es seem to be at the advanced reading stage
- read the text and then regurgitate it in essay
form. I assume that my professors have
something more to offer - 1 just have to
figure out how to get to it.
Some days the only way to get an ani-
mated intellectual discussion going is to
pick a fight with a prof. At this very mo-
ment, my most hated phrase in the English
language is: "Let me just give you an exam-
ple." Really, it's OK. 1 got it the first three
times. Silly me, I was under the impression
that you were supposed to do the reading
and go to classes. I have since learned that
there seems to be an either/or option.
Isn't it reassuring to know that when I
leave here with an honours degree I'll be
eligible for a job in thousands of interesting
professions - head cashier at a supermarket,
parking lot attendant, window washer - the
list goes on. Not that there is anything
wrong with theaforementioned professions,
but it boggles my mind that I will spend
more than ten thousand dollars in educa-
tional fees to work in a job where the
average salary is about ten thousand dollars
a year.
Well, the restrictions of academia are
bound to be my fate - for this year at least.
It's a nice catch on the Catholic church -
don't sell your soul to the devil, sell it to
OSAP instead.
I guess if this institution of higher edu-
cation can't bring me any worldly insight
I'm just going to have to go out there and get
it myself - an idea which is incredibly ap-
pealing to me.
PINK INKbyDenySDaivS
Recently some of my very precious
navel gazing time has been spent on one
specific subject, homophobia. Now it just
has not been homophobia in general, but
rather the homophobia of several specific
people involved in my life. 1 present to you
a case study.
There is one specific person involved
in my professional life who is about as
much of a redneck as one human being
could be before evolving (or should I say
de-evolving) into some sort of lower single
celled creature. He is sexist, racist,
homophobic, and everything else one should
not be in the 20th century. Although he has
never been told (by me) that I am gay, he
knows it. Despite this knowledge, deroga-
tory remarks are made, jokes in poor taste
are told, and in general there is no silence to
his opinions.
A short while ago 1 was becoming
increasingly fed up with his attitude. Ulti-
mately I could end our professional in-
volvement or I could have confronted him
on it, which may in turn have ended our
involvement. I decidedtosay nothing. How,
you may ask, could someone as vocal and
opinionated as myself not say anything?
Well, perhaps it is because I have decided
that certain kinds of homophobia may not
be so damaging.
In our professional relationship we,
along with our other co-workers, work well
with each other and produce some outstand-
ing work. My beinggay and his homophobia
have no impact on ouroutput. We asagroup
get together for social time together, be it a
drink or some sort of informal business
meeting, and we get along. As friends (that
being people who know each other) we do
favours and help each other out whenever
possible. Homophobic or not itseemsobvi-
ous that he has nothing against me as a
person, he just doesn't like that part of me
which is gay.
This person would never take his dis-
like ofgays to the point where he would take
out his feelings physically, he probably
would never actively decline equal rights
for gays and lesbians, and he would proba-
bly never put himself in a position legally
were he could be liable for discrimination.
He seems to be a passive homophobic.
Homophobia is homophobia, disguise
it or hide it, it is still wrong. The jokes hurt,
the comments hurt, but it is far better that
physical violence or indirect interference in
quality of life (politically and socially) for
gays and lesbians. All minorities are faced
with the battle of equality, acceptance, and
recognition from the most die hard bigot. I
guess what we have to learn to do is to
protect ourselves from the people who will
actively interfere with our lives. These are
the people whoreally need to be changed or
silenced. If a bigot doesn't care enough to
interfere with my life then how much of a
threat is he really to me? If a bigot doesn't
care enough to interfere with my life then
how much of a bigot is he?
Christmas and giving
The
Nielsen
Ratings
by Ingrid Nielsen
"MomandDadlwant..."
Translation - Merry Christmas!
Yeah, being an only child, I guess you
could say I had relative control over the
festive season. Right from the start, I was a
cross between Daddy's sweetheart,
Mommy's Baby, and Santa's windfall.
"Look Ingrid, isn't this cute?' Big doll
that screamed when I turned it upside down.
Adorable.
"Isn't this fun, Ingrid?" Strapped into a
swinging contraption, hung from a doorway,
and told to "bounce". Oh boy!
Hand knitted itchy clothing, a dozen
dolls demandingcare, and a fully functional
Holly Hobby oven.
I love Christmas!
Our family gathering was always really
small, just my parents and myself since all
my relatives are in Europe. However, to
compensate, my parents included two furry
surrogate members in the festivities.
Dressed in red Santa hats, sitting beside
bursting stockings in front of a plate of
heaping Christmas fare, one would be hard
pressed to pick out the non-humans sitting at
the Christmas table.
"Hey, they're cutting in on my action!"
was my astute observation at three years
old.
Not to be out done, 1 pulled out all the
stops and became the "adorable Christmas
angel". Blue eyes twinkling, running around
kissing and hugging and singing. I even
shared the Christmas spirit with my furry
foes. Hey, this could mean gifts.
It worked. I won back the Christmas
attention, and a few dog cookies which I
slyiy slipped from my "sister's" stocking.
Not tobeout done, my "sister", Princess
was waiting for her moment the next year. I
had gone upstairs to grab another glass of
juice to have with my Christmas dinner. Not
fully schooled in Christmas warfare, I had
left my hot, tempting plate loaded with fluffy
mashed potatoes, glazed carrots, tangy stuffy,
and turkey, all sitting on the top stair.
Pat! Pat! on Princess's head as 1 scurried
past. She made her break.
Three hundred presents later, 1 got
back into the spirit. But to this day, the sight
of a sparkling china plate during the holiday
season...sniff, excuse me.
My dad grew up in Denmark, and au-
thentic European Christmas has some inter-
esting differences from this country's tradi-
tional fare. First of all, we celebrate the big
present-open ingbonanza and stuff-your-face
fanfare on Christmas Eve. This meant every
year, I opened all of my presents including
my stocking, before any of my friends.
Some of my friends actually got hostile
at this tradition.
"Can't you wait?" asked one of my
jealous little friends, angry at my extra night
of toy-action.
At the time, I took this ethnic difference
as something to correct to the norm.
"Dad, I don't want any of my gifts until
Christmas morning."
A pretty agreeable fellow, and a little
wise, he agreed and said, sure, but don't
expect us to change our Christmas for you."
Christmas Eve came, the feast was com-
plete and I sat quietly watching by the tree.
Presents loomed in their tempting mystery.
"I'll just open one." Ya, right.
One tradition however, that my father
could never quite bring to his Canadian
home was the singing. Pure and simple, he is
a fanatic.
The Danish tradition is that you have
to dancearound the tree, singi ng, before you
open the presents. Before you open each
gift, you also have to solo a carol of your
choice acapella.
"Ah. Ah. Ah. You have to sing before
you can open this."
"Dad, give me my present back."
"I'll start. Away in a manger...."
"Give me my present."
I think that deep down, all Dads arc on
the verge of insanity, and a little bit weak
when it comes to their daughters.
Just sitting and thinking about Christ-
mas, I have to admit, a lot of the thoughts
centre around gifts. Like the time my dad put
my giant Papa Smurf outside in the snow,
dressed in a winter coat and boots, just to
surprise me. Or my mom's valiant efforts to
try and guess why it is that socks in a stock-
ing don't thrill me. But you know, it really
isn't the gifts that I am remembering - it's the
giving.
This year, since I like to think I'm a little
bit more mature, I think it is high time 1 try
to give some of that "giving" back to the
folks.
It may sound a little corny, but hey,
corny isn't so bad.- Merry Christmas.
Photo to the Editor
A true meat eater. by Kevin Black
Words ofadvice for those
who might drink and drive
WENDY PRZEKLASA
Cord Commentary
The holidays are near and with them
come good cheer and beer...and fear. There
is a powerful misconception these days that
there are less people driving impaired. As
much as I would love to say that this is true,
these aren't the facts. The facts are, that on
the weekend, one in every four cars that pass
you is driven by a drinking driver. The facts
arc that drinking and driving hasn't de-
creased, but the money to pay for the R.I.D.E.
(Reduce Impaired Driving Everywhere) pro-
grams throughout Ontario certainly has.
There aren't less drunks on the road, there
are just less cops to catch them.
We all remember those depressing
speeches and gory films forced upon us by
our Driver's Education instructors and those
high school administrators that felt the only
way to stop us from getting behind the wheel
after drinking was to show us images of
smashed up cars and bleeding children.
Yes, it worked - for most of us. Howev-
er, let's look at the situation from a more
realistic point of view.
It's Thursday Night, it's cold outside
and you decide to go to a bar with some
friends. Afterspendingafew hours dancing
and drinking some foreign substance you
hope isn't toxic, you decide you better get
home (you have that B:3oam class you have
to sleep through). When you find your
friends, you see that they are standing on
tables trying to sing Jingle Bells backwards
and calling you Rudolph.
Tis the season. So what do you do? You
could drive, after all, you only had 3 or 4
drinks, and you were dancing a lot so you
probably sweated the alcohol out, Right?
Wrong, but you aren't thinking about how
your parents will feel bailingyououtofjail,
or identifying your body, or any of the other
consequences. Your judgement is about as
ripe as your breath is by now and you just
want to go home.
What would you do? Unfortunately,
many people do what seems to be the sim-
plest, most convenient way: Drive home.
It's only a couple of miles; what could
happen? Plently! Enough to stop you-dead.
1 would love to stop preaching (and I'm
sure a lot ofother people would love it too!)
but I can't. People who laugh and say they
drove home and they "didn't even know
how to start the car" are the ones that keep
these sermons flowing.
What I want is very simple. Think be-
fore you go out with your friends: 1. how are
we getting home, 2. who is drinking, 3. who
is going to be the designated driver?
It's been a long time since those driver's
education classes, and now nobody can force
us to watch those bloody images of bodies
intertwined in pieces of crunched up cars -
unless we cause them ourselves.
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